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The Vancouver Island Public Interest Research Group is proud to present the inaugural issue of
In/Versions, an open access academic journal which aims to provide a platform for research and writing
by students and community members at large, and create connections across various disciplines and
between research and action. For our first issue, our open call for submissions finds a wide range of
scholarly work spanning various disciplines and institutions. We are proud to feature papers on topics
relating to social and environmental justice including indigenous garden management; racialized police
violence; race, gender and higher education; access to healthcare for deaf British Columbians; hospitality
and political philosophy; Afghanistan and the consequences of imperialism, among other intersecting
topics and theoretical approaches.
In Fall 2017, I proposed the idea of an open-access academic journal for students to help capture and
share the brilliant scholarly talent that often goes unnoticed at the undergraduate and graduate levels. This
journal is a learning opportunity for staff, peer reviewers and authors to help them experience the
scholarly publication process without the barriers that a majority of students and academics often face in
attempting to publish their research and writing. I am delighted to see the journal come to life and hope
that it continues to grow and attract budding scholars and writers on Vancouver Island and beyond.
In the spirit of open access and accessible education, In/Versions is available for free on our website.
We strive to challenge existing barriers and structural inequities inherent in both knowledge production
and access to knowledge, especially within academic institutions and the publishing industry; therefore,
In/Versions is and will always be free and open access – this means that all content is published free of
charge, is freely available without charge and access to publications does not require institutional
credentials. However, in order to ensure that open access research reaches a wide audience and that the
hard work of the authors, reviewers and staff are rewarded, we request that you help share our journal and
any articles you find to be of interest through social media. The purpose of the online and print editions is
to help promote dialogue and discussion, foster interdisciplinary relationships, disseminate knowledge,
and engage students within, and outside of, the University of Victoria and Vancouver Island, and we
cannot do that without your help.
Considering submitting an article for future publications? We highly encourage submissions from
students at all levels of study and from all disciplinary backgrounds and institutions. We also welcome
submissions from independent researchers and community-based researchers. If you have any questions
or would like to submit a comment please contact research@vipirg.ca.

ANUREET LOTAY
Editor, In/Versions Journal
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“[T]his officer believed he was pursuing an armed felon”
Racism, Police Violence, and Transversive Affective Systems
Taisto Witt*
TaistoW@uvic.ca
University of Victoria, Department of Sociology

Abstract

This paper explores the critical role of affect and emotion in racialized police violence in the United
States using the case of the death of Ramarley Graham at the hands of a NYPD officer in 2012 as a way
of expanding several models of affect theory. This is done through the demonstration of a theoretical
link between the representations of bodies, the creation of virtual threat, and the transference of emotion
between bodies based upon that threat. In doing so, the paper draws from the theorizations of affect
through both Brian Massumi’s Affective Systems, and Sarah Ahmed’s Affective Economies. The paper
levels the critique at both Massumi and Ahmed that their theorizations of affect are not individually
satisfactory when examining racialized police violence, and presents a theoretical synthesis of the
positions of the two that allows for the tracing of affect, emotion, and responses between bodies that
allows for an explanation of disproportionate police responses to racialized bodies.
Keywords: Police Violence, Racism, Emotion, Affect, Media, Representation of Bodies

1. Introduction
This paper explores racism as an affective system based upon Brian Massumi’s theorization of affect
in Fear (The Spectrum Said) (2005). This exploration will be performed through an inspection of the
experiences of violence and racism against black bodies at the hands of police. This violence is the result
of the operation of a racist affective system upon the population as a whole, and police specifically.
Through an inspection of the shooting death of Ramarley Graham in 2012, I will demonstrate that an
examination of this racist system requires an expansion of Massumi’s affective systems, as the
presentation of these systems in his paper renders them inadequate when the complexities of affective
racist interactions are inspected and interrogated. It is the intent of this paper to demonstrate that by
addressing this inadequacy in Massumi’s structural description of affective systems via the incorporation
of the treatment of affective emotions by Sarah Ahmed (2004), one can develop a more expansive and
robust model for affective systems, allowing for a more extensive application of this theoretical
framework.
———
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2. Theoretical Discussion
Massumi: Affect, Emotion & Action
Massumi (2005) presents affect as the intensities and forces that reside within and influence the
body as that body sits in relation to the subjective world within which it resides. These affective
influences exist before the body’s subjective and conscious responses are mediated by cognitive or
emotional processes; "we have already begun to experience [affective influence] non-consciously,
wrapped in action, before it unfurls from it and is felt as itself, in its distinction from the action with
which it arose" (p. 36). Massumi refers to this as the body’s irritability (p. 40). This means that affect is
enacted before any process that makes up decision-making processes; affect influences the
foundational state of the body upon which decision-making processes are laid. Affect stimulates the
“nervous systems and somatic expressions of the [body]” (p. 34). Through this stimulation, affect can
reliably induce a response through a conditioned trigger, “without proof, without persuasion” (p. 34).
The response of the body is pre-subjective; it responds to a trigger with an affective response that has
been built around a virtual construct.
Massumi outlines the utilization of what he refers to as affective systems by various entities. The
purpose of these is to influence or modulate the affective mood of various targeted populations for
various (often) biopolitical ends (p. 47). These systems operate by conditioning the body to react to a
sign or signifier with the aim of producing an affect-driven response or action. It does this by
conditioning bodies to react to a virtual construct which has been intrinsically linked to a physical or
embodied construct or state. By altering the virtual sign or signifier, the affective system is able to alter
the moods of those affected by that system. If the sign moves towards a more positive state, the
subjective mood of the populations will so trend, and vice-versa.
Massumi’s description of affective systems suggests that many of these systems exist, and which
target and influence bodies and populations within modern society. These systems do not each target
every individual, nor do individual bodies experience these systems in the same manner. These systems
may exist on a number of levels, from the tone of voice used by a person in a position of authority, to
police crime reports or safety bulletins, to the presentation of certain groups within the media. It is
through these systems that we can observe the implementation of affective systems in the modulation
of the affective tone of various bodies and populations, as well as the induction or mobilization of
those bodies into action.
This, however, presents a limitation: the structure that Massumi describes is specifically
unidirectional, and the sign utilized by the affective system to influence the affected population is
contained within that system. This means that this approach does not account for indirect interactions
in a satisfactory way, nor does it provide space for intrapersonal interactions between bodies, as it
outlines only the interaction between the system (affect source) and the affected body (affect
destination).
Ahmed: Sticking and Sliding
In her paper, Affective Economies (2004), Sarah Ahmed suggests that affect operates through the
circulation of emotions between bodies and objects. These emotions do not reside or originate within
the body, rather they ‘surface’ on bodies (p. 126), either ‘sliding’ across or ‘sticking’ to them. This
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means that emotions are communal, and not internally developed; rather, they travel between carriers,
gaining intensity or significance as they travel. Ahmed uses this model to outline the creation of
collective identities based upon the sharing of positive emotions within groups, as well as the creation
of boundaries between those groups and the ‘other’ through the assignation/sharing of negative
emotions with those groups/individuals/objects. Like Massumi, it is through the intensity of an affect
that action is produced.
3. Discussion
The Shooting Death of Ramarley Graham; Police Violence and Black Bodies
On February 2nd, 2012, 18-year-old Ramarley Graham was spotted by police leaving a house in New
York. The officers claimed they observed Graham adjusting his waistband, and believed he was carrying
a pistol. The officers then allegedly chased Graham into his apartment building, where they kicked down
the door to his apartment, pursued Graham into his bathroom and, believing he was reaching for the
pistol, Officer Richard Haste shot him in the chest, killing him (Kemp, 2012). Following the incident,
no evidence was found demonstrating that Graham had indeed been armed, and video evidence later
showed that Graham had likely been unaware of the officers following him (Savali, 2016). Officer Haste
stated during his trial that he had believed at the moment of the shooting that he was about to die and
had feared for his life (Lysiak, Beekman, McShane, 2012).
Graham’s shooting death is just one example of many in which police, fearing for their safety, have
shot and often killed unarmed black men and women in the U.S (Juzwiak, Chan, 2014). Studies have
shown significant biases in police responses to racialized groups, particularly black individuals, who are
3.49 times more likely to be met with deadly force than white individuals in similar situations or
interactions (Ross, 2015). In many of the cases, the police officers cited the motivations for their
responses as being grounded in a fear for their own life. Implicit bias tests have demonstrated that not
only do white individuals consistently demonstrate implicit and unconscious racist stereotyping wherein
they are more likely to assign negative connotations to non-white bodies (Kahn, Goff, Lee, Motamed,
2016, Frantz, Cuddy, Burnett, Ray, Hart, 2004), but police officers, who are motivated to appear nonracist are more vulnerable to this form of stereotyping behaviour (Frantz, et al, 2004, Tyler, Wakslak,
2004). Police officers, particularly white police officers, fear black bodies (Gomez, Goerling, 2016,
Frantz, et al, 2004).
Media Representation, Racial Fear & Virtual Threat (The Affective System)
From where does this fear stem? While the full extent of racism as an affective system is rooted within
a multitude of other systems (suggesting that racism is also hegemonic in nature), this paper will focus
on media representations of black people, and the influences of these representations upon the
population.
Roughly one-third of televised news is made up of crime reporting, with the majority of this reporting
being focused on violent or abnormal crimes. Within this reporting racialized bodies are presented in
ways that appear to be more threatening, as well as being offenders of violent crimes. This both greatly
over-represents them when compared to racial crime data (Chiricos, Eschholz, 2002), and overrepresents the victimization of whites by blacks (Dixon, Linz, 2000). This leads to the conflation of an
exaggerated image of both the criminality of black populations and the prevalence black-on-white crime.
Racial crime misrepresentation occurs in fictional media as well; crime dramas elevate the perceived
level of incidence and severity of crime in the racialized communities it portrays (Callanan, 2012).
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Popular culture provides a description of blackness that is threatening as well; the majority of prominent
or well-known black figures within popular culture embody violence in some way (hooks, 2004), such
as with athletes (Carrington, 2002) or gangster/rappers (Hurt, 2008).
In reality, the threat of black violence is largely virtual; the majority of whites have not reported
experiencing violence, or, have not experienced violence at the hands of a racialized body (U.S. DoJ,
2011, FBI, 2013), and black-on-white crime is minimal compared to white-on-white/ black-on-black
crime. But the continuing existence of phenomena such as white flight, suburban segregation, and white
supremacy indicates a continuing white fear of black bodies (Zhang, 2011, Huber, 2016). Many whites
have little to no personal experience with crime, and so will substitute the media presentations of threat
and criminality for their own experiences, leading to a fear of black bodies that is not based on nonvirtual experiences (Callanan, 2012). This is compounded further when one considers that many white
people are more likely to experience black bodies through media than in real life (Myers, Jackson, 2001);
their conception of blackness has been entirely mediated through third parties (Punyanunt-Carter, 2008).
The presentations of black bodies within media conditions viewers to identify those representations as
true, and the signs and signifiers represented by those virtual bodies are then transposed upon real-life
bodies when encountered.
This carries into policing; racial inequalities in policing practices are not dependent on local crime
rates, and are shown to exist to a significant degree regardless of the racial composition of local
populations (MPV, 2015, FBI, 2014), and further, police are more likely to experience violence at the
hands of a white offender than a black one (FBI, 2014). This suggests that the greater level of perceived
threat outlined earlier, as well as the greater level of enacted violence in police responses to racialized
bodies is not necessarily experiential, but could be, in fact, the result of the same affective conditioning
that produces unconscious racial bias in the greater population.
Triggered & Triggering Bodies; Racism as Affect
The demonstration of racism by police, particularly when considered in conjunction with the impacts
of the media representations of black bodies, indicate that the initial operational level at which police
violence directed towards black people begins is a form of unconscious racism which begins with the
body, specifically during interactions with racialized bodies (Fanon, 1967, Kahn, et al, 2016). In an
interaction in which a police officer is reacting with excessive force against a black suspect, the racialized
body is being reduced to a negative affective object (Hemmings, 562, Fanon, 1967). To explain this, two
distinctions must be made; first, it is the non-racialized (police) body which is reacting to the affective
sign that is represented by the black body, but the black body that bears the brunt of the interaction; it
does not act, it passively exists. Therefore, it is not the source of affect, but a trigger for a preconditioned
affective response. Second, it is the imposition of this racist framework by the police officer upon the
black body that frames the affective groundwork of this interaction. It is the racist body that is acting
upon the racialized one.
Therefore, racism must be understood as an outcome of affective influences upon bodies; “this
means… hatred, and other emotions about (non-white) ‘others’ are at once embodied, affective, and
socially produced” (Zembylas, 2015). When Officer Haste shot Graham, his decision was
justified/driven by the fear he experienced. While it is not possible to fully inspect the decision-making
processes of Officer Haste, this shooting seems to fall in line with many others, where in the use of force
is influenced by a fear of black bodies. This fear can be related to the intensity of those moments in
which decisions like Officer Haste’s are made. The action taken by Haste was driven by his fear at that
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specific moment, which was grounded in and built upon the intensity that arose from the irritability
caused by Haste’s exposure to an affective signifier; Graham’s blackness.
The signifier in this interaction, the racialized body, and the interaction between the affected body and
the triggering racialized body introduces a level of complexity that is not addressed by Massumi.
Affective interactions are multidirectional, but actions, or at least the initial action, is not; the interaction
is not racist until a racist makes it so. Massumi’s (2005) affect is unidirectional; it travels from the
affective system to the body it influences. But in the case of racism, one must observe a more
omnidirectional series of interactions; the original unidirectional communication between the affective
system and the targeted body is still present, but that body has been conditioned by that system to interact
with a specific trigger. In addition to this, Massumi has described the affective system as containing the
sign or signifier which initiates or triggers an affective response. This is, in the case of affective racism
within policing, not the case.
This indicates that through the media, the presentation of the threat of black bodies targets the
irritability of the body in such a way that an affective response can be induced when that body is
stimulated by the correct trigger. This is done through the imposition of anxieties via virtual structures
(black bodies within the media), and the attachment of those anxieties upon the targeted affected body.
And while this system does not easily allow for the modulation of the affective moods of the populations
exposed to it, it doesn’t need to. It simply holds steady a normative state.
Addressing the Network Flaw: Massumi & Ahmed
So, to an extent, Massumi’s theorization holds true in that through conditioning via the presentation
of black bodies within the media, the racist affective system operates to enact biopolitical power upon
populations through racialized practices enacted by the police and justice system (Foucault, 2003, Corva,
2009). But the structure proposed by Massumi is not adequate, in that it fails to account for the
relationship between the affected body and the racialized triggering body. The complication that arises
here is this; it is possible for the racialized body to exist in a way that is entirely separate to the affective
system that has conditioned the affected body, a situation that is not accounted for by Massumi. It’s
triggering property is not an embodied property; it is one that is assigned by the affected body. To
compensate for this, one can adopt an aspect of the theoretical model of affect presented by Ahmed
(2004); that of the sticking of emotions.
In Affective Economies (2004), Ahmed describes emotions as not being internally contained, but
instead as being circulated between subjects and objects, picking up intensity or ‘economic value’ as
they are passed about. She describes emotions not as internal, but as external constructs that ‘stick’ or
‘slide’ to/between bodies. Ahmed also specifically discusses fear, as her presentation of emotions
existing within a shared economy is somewhat disrupted by the characteristic of fear wherein it is often
about an object, and is, therefore, more internalized than shared. To address this, Ahmed suggests that
fear is linked instead to the ‘passing by' of an object. It is here that the sticking of emotions onto bodies
becomes relevant. The affective system of racism conditions it’s targets to be affectively triggered by
black bodies through the virtual presentation of those bodies. But in the absence of the non-virtual black
bodies, the fear conditioned through that affective system is stuck to all black bodies. The affect (fear)
is stuck to black bodies; it exists externally, not experienced by those bodies themselves. Instead, when
the affected body comes into contact with a black body, this affective force is simultaneously detached
from the black body and conjoins the affected and black bodies. The detaching of that affective emotion
elicits an affective response from the affected body, which introduces the black body to the system
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responsible for this response and linking them to the affected body (they are now a part of the interaction
triggered by the affective response.), “[a]s affect exists as a mode by which a body or bodies are able to
both affect other bodies as well as be affected by them” (Zembylas, 2015, p.215).
Expanding the Affective System
In the case of the affective fear within policing as a result of the affective network of racism, it is now
possible to account for two populations upon which biopower is exerted by this system; the officers and
the racialized bodies they react to/against. The influence upon the officers is clear; the affective system
directly interacts with the body, and conditions it to elicit an affective bodily response when faced with
the indicated sign. The biopolitical intent (or result) of this interaction is to code into police officers an
unconscious level of fear or bias when interacting with black bodies. But black bodies are also implicated
as being within this affective system, despite the possibility that they may have never interacted with any
facets of that system directly (ie. They may have never interacted with police or watched crime reporting
before). The fact that these disconnected bodies are by virtue of the affective emotions attached to them
made to be the signs or signifiers to which the affected (police) bodies react indicates that while they are
not intrinsically involved within this system, they become by necessity involved the moment their
presence provokes an affective reaction.
The integration of this conceptualization of affect as being transversive and externally affixed to
unknowing bodies into Massumi’s systems allows for the explanation of the actuation of response
through the triggering of affect by an previously uninvolved other, upon which a virtual sign has been
transposed. Therefore, through the hybridization of Massumi’s affective systems and the unidirectional
and sticking properties of affective emotions or forces described by Ahmed, not only is the network flaw
in Massumi’s system addressed, but his affective systems can also be extended in both scope and
complexity. This expansion occurs in two substantial ways: it allows for a more precise and consistent
prediction of response/action as a result of affect (such as with racialized police shootings), and it allows
for the application of affective systems and Massumi’s theory upon both more subjective/intrapersonal
and more complex affective structures.
But the Massumian approach is also inadequate in that it fails to account for and allow the exploration
of the relationships between the affected body and the triggering body. This is where Ahmed’s transitive
emotions become useful. By taking Ahmed’s approach to affect wherein emotions are objects which are
attached to the signs that are communicated to, or between bodies, we can complicate the Massumian
trigger by acknowledging that the trigger is not the black body itself, but the sign or property of threat/fear
that is affixed to the surface of the black body and allowing for an inspection of that sign and its
relationship to the body to which it is attached. By doing this, we can create a new site and space wherein
a much deeper inspection of the forces of affect at play within these interactions. This allows us to more
easily acknowledge the triggering body within our explorations of affect. With Massumi, affect is driven
simply through exposure to a trigger. By integrating into this model the circulatory approach of Ahmed,
we can reimagine that trigger as two or more separate constructs; the signs and emotions affixed to the
surface of that individual, and the individual themselves. I think this alone is important; the resolution of
the trigger into a body in and of itself. We can now more effectively see this trigger as a body, and indeed
a population in its own right, and, looking past the white body targeted by a system of racialized affect,
we can now suggest that the conditioned and curated body may not actually be the true target of these
affective systems, but is a means through which the biopolitical control of black bodies is practiced.
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4. Conclusion
Ramarley Graham, who had previously been unaware of the both the presence of Officer Haste, his
partner, and the affective responses they were experiencing, became a part of the affective system that
was (in part) responsible for his death the moment he first entered into the awareness of those officers.
The affective forces that had been unknowingly affixed to his body by the affective system of racism
detached and connected with the bodies of Haste and his partner. It is (presumably) this affective reaction
and fear that compelled Haste to pursue Graham and, for fear of his life, shoot Graham to death. The fact
that until seconds before his own death Graham was likely unaware of his sudden involvement in this
system and the interactions it had triggered is tragic but inconsequential; he had been indelibly bound to
Haste the moment Haste’s actions became foundationally laid upon an affective response. It was Officer
Haste that was the target of the affective system; Graham was pulled into it through Haste’s affective
response.
While there are aspects of Ahmed’s theorization of affect that work better here, the systemic nature
of Massumi’s theory is better suited when inspecting racism in relation to the biopolitical issue of
racialized police violence. By drawing from the Ahmedian concept of the ‘sticking’ of emotions to
bodies, and the incorporation of this concept into the theorization of an affective system, it is possible
for Massumi’s theoretical approach to be deployed in a greater range of systemic inspections, where the
original framework may have been rendered situationally problematic. So in the case of police shootings,
not only are we able to trace the pathways through which racist affective systems and triggers are
introduced to and curated within the body through institutions such as ‘the media’, but we have also
complicated the unidirectional nature of the Massumian analysis, which is focused on the influence of
systems on targeted bodies, so that the interactions between these bodies and the bodies that represent
their affective triggers can also be recognized and explored more deeply. We are also able to decenter
the police officer and their affective response, and make space wherein the person who has been shot
can become realized as more than a cause of this affective fear response, and also be allowed to take up
space within analyses.
Finally, it is also worth noting that in this model, bodies are largely presented as being at least partially
passive subjects. While within the theoretical model, this makes sense, but I also want to briefly note
that whether or not someone is being immersed in these systems, or is even aware of them, the fact that
they are living in a society that systematically works to marginalize them places them in a position of
resistance, an inherently non-passive location.
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Abstract

The Kwakwaka’wakw First Nation members have been historical creators and stewards of estuarine root
gardens within Kingcome Inlet since time immemorial. Rapid changes to sea level have been shown to
negatively impact coastal estuarine plants, which are often grown within specific ecological conditions
for cultural use and consumption. As sea level continues to change due to isostatic rebound and climate
change impacts, we explore possible changes within the traditional root gardens of Kingcome Inlet, and
suggest mitigation strategies for future research within these sites. We conclude that changes in
management regimes and an inclusion of the Kwakwaka’wakw within participatory research is vital for
the survival of these culturally important sites.
Keywords: Ethnoecology, Root Gardens, Sea Level Change, Cultural Keystone Place

1. Introduction
Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution over 200 years ago, humans have been inputting
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere at unprecedented levels. As a result, we have been witnessing
rapid global warming climate trends, which are of great concern in terms of the well-being of humans
and other lifeforms. Sea level rise, one of the results of a warming climate, is of particular concern to
coastal communities who are at risk from increased storm surges and coastal inundation.
The Kwakwaka’wakw peoples of British Columbia inhabit northern Vancouver Island and the
adjacent mainland coast and islands (Woods, D. et al., 2007). They are composed of 17 First Nations,
and their traditional language, Kwak’wala, with four recognized dialects, is classified as part of the
Wakashan language family. The Kwakwaka’wakw are traditional stewards of the diverse ecosystems
within their territories, among which are estuarine salt marshes where some of the key indigenous root
vegetables are grown in traditional root gardens known as t’aki’lakw (lit. ‘place of manufactured soil’).
Through creation of rock and wood terraces and human management, the Kwakwaka’wakw created
complex estuarine root gardens that expanded the natural ranges of salt marsh plants in order to increase
the abundance and productivity of culturally important food and medicinal species. Details of the
resource management methodologies of the Kwakwaka’wakw peoples are visible within the book
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Keeping It Living (Deur and Turner 2005), with major input from Clan Chief Adam Dick (Kwaxsistalla),
including several chapters which focus on root vegetable management through case studies and records
of historical changes within the gardens themselves.
The Kwakwaka’wakw are overcoming past influences of colonialism imposed on their traditional way
of life, and are now faced with modern day climate impacts, such as sea level rise, which are threatening
their traditional food production, including their estuarine management systems. With the combined
effects of multiple stressors, there is global and local uncertainty in managing against climate-related
effects (Peirson et al., 2015, 217-220). On a local scale, there is uncertainty on the effects of impending
sea level rise on Kwakwaka’wakw estuarine root gardens. By identifying past and present
ethnoecological significance of Kwakwaka’wakw root gardens, and considering ecological sensitivity of
root plants to changing sea level rise and increased salinity, we argue that sea level rise induced by
climate change will heavily impact these gardens. We propose that changes in management strategies
within these estuarine root gardens is paramount in order to prevent further loss of these culturally
important sites to the Kwakwaka’wakw and other coastal First Nation groups.
2. Acknowledgement of Knowledges from the Authors
Specifics of traditional root garden management within this document are limited to published
literature. The knowledge we have summarized here was shared by Kwaxsistalla, Clan Chief Adam
Dick, of the Qawadiliqalla Clan, of the Dzawada ēnuxw tribe, a subgroup of the Kwakwaka’wakw.
We, as students and writers, would like to acknowledge that the information on indigenous plant
management discussed within this paper is not our own, and reflects the knowledge and experiences of
Kwaxsistalla and the Kwakwaka’wakw peoples. We will explore the traditional root garden
management of Kwaxsistalla and his family as described within the original writings sourced from
Deur and Turner (2005); Deur et al. (2013); T.A. Lloyd (2011); Cullis-Suzuki (2007); and Turner and
Turner (2007) and others in order to broaden the contextual understanding of rising sea level impacts
within these areas. Our goal is to view estuarine root garden stewardship through a cultural lens and an
environmental lens, as previously described within publications by Cullis-Suzuki (2007, 3), in order to
formulate suggestions for participatory research with the Kwakwaka’wakw to mitigate the
environmental impacts of climate change.
We would like to express our deep gratitude to Dr. Nancy Turner, for assisting in reviewing our
research and guiding us with her suggestions.
3. History of Indigenous Root Gardens
Estuarine root garden sites of the Kwakwaka’wakw and other Northwest Coast Indigenous Peoples
are held as property by the rules of inheritance and are demarcated using stonewalls or wooden stakes
or pegs (Deur and Turner, 2005, 311-316). Women, with the help of children, were the primary
cultivators of the garden plots and were managed under the guidance of clan chiefs (Deur et al. 2013,
11-13). Harvesters found shelter in Digging Houses along the estuaries (Deur and Turner, 2005, 310312). Social gatherings associated with these gardens include traditional root feasts with special clan
songs and naming ceremonies to acknowledge the labour of root harvesters. Elders, through teaching
and storytelling, orally passed down traditional knowledge through generations. In the fall, the
Kwakwaka’wakw would harvest the fleshy and flavourful bulbs, rhizomes and roots of a variety of
plants by digging with pointed sticks, tilling the soil at the same time (Deur and Turner, 2005, 119,
329). The anthropogenic disturbance of the soil is beneficial to the productivity of root crops which
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include texwsus/Trifolium wormskioldii (springbank clover), xukwem/ Fritillaria camschatcensis
(northern riceroot), tleksem/ Potentilla pacifica (Pacific silverweed) and q'weniy' / Lupinus
nootkatensis (Nootka lupine) (Deur and Turner, 2005, 157). The Kwakwaka’wakw, through the
creation of terraces using rock and wood walls, created flattened raised areas akin to rice garden beds.
These terraces expand the area suitable for estuarine root plants to proliferate along their preferred tidal
gradient while being inundated at various tidal heights. Specifically managed tidal boundaries allow for
the intensification of root plant growth, through transplanting of propagules, weeding, and tilling (Deur
and Turner, 2005, 119, 329). These plants are highly susceptible to rapid sea level changes due to
living along specific ecological gradients required for proliferation and narrow ranges of saline and
moisture tolerance.
Management practices for these root gardens involve specific harvesting techniques and timing in
terms of both tides and seasons. Pointed digging sticks used by the Kwakwaka’wakw, called k’ellákw,
were made from the tough wood of Taxus brevifolia (western yew) and their use helped to aerate the
soil and efficiently harvest the roots (Deur and Turner, 2005, 128, 329). Estuarine garden management
practices also included selective harvesting, soil amendment, aeration, weeding, in situ replanting of
roots, harvesting during seed release times, and transplanting of roots, bulblets and rhizome fragments
between sites (Deur et al. 2013, 2-3). Estuarine root gardens are a representation of sophisticated
agroecological practices by Indigenous Peoples and are highly embedded in their way of life. Unaltered
ranges of culturally important plants, without the extension from terracing and building up the soil, are
relatively restricted, with the plants limited by sunlight, and reactive to specific salinity profiles within
estuaries (Deur and Turner, 2005, 326). Estuarine terraces instead expanded the range and productivity
of edible plants, by increasing proliferation of edible rhizome plants along specific intertidal gradients
(Deur and Turner, 2005, 326).
4. Recent Historical Management in the Kingcome River Delta
The Kingcome River Delta, also known as Okwunalis or Gwa’yi in Kwak’wala, is located on the
central mainland coast of British Columbia, opposite the coast of northeastern Vancouver Island. It is
within the traditional territory of the Dzawada’enux or Tsawataineuk tribe of the Kwakwaka’wakw
peoples, who maintain the modern Gwa’yi Village (Deur et al., 2013, 8). The estuary of the Kingcome
River is an important cultural keystone place for the Dzawada’enux peoples, being both the site of highly
productive estuarine root gardens, and a place for harvesting crabapples, hunting geese and other game,
and fishing for salmon and other species. It is thus both a vital source of food and a site of many cultural
teachings, interactions with other groups, and the focus of cultural practices and the working of cultural
institutions. Cuerrier et al (2015, 428-430) define a “cultural keystone place” as a locale that is critical
to the cultural identity within a community, a place that allows for continuation of cultural practices,
ritual, and growth. Clan Chief Kwaxsistalla within an unedited communication in Deur (2013, 11) stated:
Everybody had their own [ gardens ] ... They have poles [approximately three meters] ... on the four
corners of the garden. And they tied the knots on there, the cedar bark. Yeah, at the marker. And we
got to have at least one fathom in between the next one, so you can be able to work on the garden.
And we go there, you know, in the early fall [to harvest the roots]. And the early spring we were there
to clean them up. What they call sixa [weeding] ... They sure left it... just nice and clean. If you see
something else coming up [weeds or grasses] you pick it up, root and all, so you don't want it there.
Loss of the complex knowledge pertaining to stewardship of these traditional root gardens occurred
widely upon arrival of colonial officials and settlers, who failed to recognize the importance of the
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t’aki’lakw gardens for people’s well-being and health (Deur et al, 2013, 19; Turner and Turner, 2007,
61-62). Failure to recognize these places as cultivated sites was systematic within most colonial parties
(Deur et al., 2013, 13-18; Turner and Turner, 2007, 61-62). Root gardens represented some of the only
available arable lands to colonists and, as such, were taken from traditionally managing communities to
enclose as pasture and colonial farmlands and orchards (Deur et al., 2013, 5-8). As summarized by Deur
(2013, 13), colonial impacts involved the historical destruction of estuarine root gardens as a method of
enforcement for laws and treaties. Clan Chief Kwaxsistalla within an unedited communication in Deur
(2013, 11) states:
The Hallidays took over everything ... They built a dike right around there. They claimed the whole
flats ... And they covered the [traditional root] gardens that the old people used to have ... It was all
gardens all over that field there. And they put a dike around it. They took the whole flat.
Colonialist influences removed Indigenous Peoples’ access to their traditional lands, and removed
people – the children who would have learned about the traditional cultivation – through the Residential
School system, impacting Knowledges passed through generations severely. However, Clan Chief
Kwaxsistalla was hidden away from the Residential School system, and hence received the teachings
and experiences that enabled him to carry forward the ancestral knowledges of the Kwakwaka’wakw
people (Deur et al., 2013; Lloyd, 2011; Woods, D. et al., 2007).
The current day status of the root gardens continues as contested space (Deur et al., 2013, 17). Control
of the estuarine root gardens at Kingcome shifted from privatized farmland to international buyers, and
now resides under the B.C. Nature Trust as a wetland wildlife preserve (Deur et al., 2013, 18).
Government management continues within the Kingcome Inlet estuaries (Deur et al., 2013, 17-19) and
the managers have almost universally failed to recognize the importance of such culturally managed
landscapes as a powerful preservation tool for both environmental factors and cultural identity.
5. Climate Change and Salt Marshes
Due to the ecological specialization of salt marsh plants, they can be highly susceptible to changes in
sea level change (Roman et al., 1984, 143-147). Rising sea levels and storm surges have already been
submerged marshes and wetlands in Louisiana Bay and Chesapeake Bay. Closer to Kingcome, marshes
on Westham Island in the Fraser River delta have maintained their morphology and vegetation
characteristics, and should continue to do so under lower level scenarios of sea level rise. Under a more
rapid scenario of sea level rise, the marshes on Westham Islands will not be able to maintain their
morphology and vegetation characteristics and the vegetation will slowly migrate inland and lead to a
loss of biomass productivity (Kirwan & Murray, 2008, 481-482). As sea levels rise, vertical land
movement and natural accretion processes differ under different scenarios in any given area. Impacts in
a marsh will therefore vary between sites. Recent observations suggest that sea level rise may result in
economic and ecological losses to salt marshes as well, if natural accretion processes cannot keep up
with sea level rise (Kirwan & Murray, 2008, 471-473).
Climate change and a warming earth are threatening to accelerate global sea level rise. In more recent
times, the global sea level rise has been dictated by the freezing and thawing of glaciers with the last
major change in sea levels a result of the rapid deglaciation following the last Glacial Maximum
approximately 21,000 years before present (Bornhold 2009, Sec. 6). During this period, sea level rise of
up to 14 mm per year was not uncommon, but these rates eventually levelled off around 2,000 to 3,000
years before present (Bornhold. 2009, Sec. 6). With our earth’s atmosphere warming, we are seeing an
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increase in deglaciation and an increase in thermal ocean expansion that is contributing to an acceleration
of sea level rise. Current sea level rise estimates represent a range of values as these estimates put our
technology to their limits. Church and White (2006, Sec.3.) estimate global sea levels rose at a rate of
about 1.7 ± 0.3 mm per year in the last (20th) century, while Nerem et al. (2010, 8) estimated an increase
of 3.4 ± 0.4 mm/year. These values will differ regionally as glacial isostatic rebound of Earth’s crust
(variation in land mass rise caused by removal of glacial ice sheets during the last glacial period) is
variable between regions. Low-lying coastal areas such as estuaries and river deltas are vulnerable to
minimal changes.
Anticipated rates of occurrence and severity of sea level change for the Kingcome River delta are
difficult to estimate because the area has received little geological monitoring. Comparing data of
surrounding areas is equally difficult. There is a large amount of variation within short distances around
Kingcome Inlet due to differences in isostatic rebound. Coastal B.C. Beaver Cove on Vancouver Island
is one of the closest locations to Kingcome Inlet and sea level rise estimates for this location have large
variance depending on whose data used. Based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Fifth Assessment report, Vadeboncoeur (2016) estimates a high emissions scenario relative sea
level rise by 2100 of 70 - 80 cm for Beaver Cove, which is the closest available geographical equivalent.
Mazzotti et al. (2008, 2), based on the IPCC Fourth Assessment report, estimate a relative sea level rise
of 0-10 cm. These two estimates demonstrate the conflicting values and make it difficult to estimate
values for the Kingcome Inlet area. However, Vadeboncoeur’s data(2016) are most current data so we
will assume it more accurate. Although we did not find a firm value for projected sea level rise in the
Kingcome Inlet area, it is probable sea level rise will occur to a degree that will detrimentally affect the
estuarine root gardens along the coast of Kingcome Inlet and will require adaptive management for future
use.
6. Mitigating Cultural Losses by Sea Level Change
When accounting for sea level rise, cultural management and identities are important to consider when
identifying at-risk areas within Kingcome Inlet. Species of cultural importance – such as tleksem/
Potentilla pacifica (Pacific silverweed) and the other edible root vegetables – within terraced areas could
be lost on a large scale if rising sea levels inundate the root gardens and destabilize the fertility of the
soil. As stated previously, salt marsh plants are often living at their biological extremes in terms of
salinity tolerances, and increasing saltwater levels can cause displacement at local and regional scales.
Changes to sea level, including reduction of sea levels due to coastal rebound effects, can alter ecological
regimes in the area drastically. Large-scale ecosystem flips within estuaries can often negatively affect
humans relying on those ecosystems and might not be reversible (Peirson et al., 2015, 215). Exploring
implementation of mitigation strategies, and barriers are important if these root gardens are to survive
sea level changes.
Methods to mitigate the impacts should focus on adding ecosystem resilience through anticipation of
ecosystem changes, and long-term consequences from an economic, social and environmental point of
view (Peirson et al., 2015, 215-220). As such, community involvement of the Kwakwaka’wakw peoples
is vital to the maintenance of a healthy root garden estuary system, as their traditional knowledges reflect,
as well as coping with short-term changes, dealing with long-term consequences, and taking steps that
can add ecosystem resilience to these systems. Community involvement can return generational longterm management to traditional knowledge holders, through the involvement of Kwakwaka’wakw
children and community members in weeding, tilling, and terracing activities. Community involvement
can be a tool to restore a sense of place to students, as has been seen through previous community
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involvement projects (Isaac, 2010, 56). Climate-related community responses would be a strong initial
tool to begin improving the condition of estuary systems degraded (Peirson et al, 2015, 219) due to
previously mentioned colonial imposition. Community involvement can also increase the ability of the
Kwakwaka’wakw to guide these root gardens properly through various sea level change scenarios.
7. Conclusion
Barriers to root garden management involve current contestation of land occurring within Kingcome
Inlet by environmental non-governmental organizations (eNGOs) and provincial government. The
government of British Columbia needs to be prepared to work with traditional knowledge holders of the
Kwakwaka’wakw to allow for successful navigation to alleviate impacts from sea level changes within
Kingcome Inlet. Allowing traditional stewardship roles to continue within the Kwakwaka’wakw
traditional territories is paramount in order to prevent habitat loss and associated cultural loss. This is
demonstrated through previous writings discussing increased biodiversity and density of food plants
when managed by people (Cullis-Suzuki, 2007, 79-87; Lloyd, 2011, 109) and is supported by written
statements of elders within the community (Deur & Turner, 2005, 310). We suggest that it is the
responsibility of provincial and federal government to support the communities within Kingcome Inlet
in response to increasing sea levels and climate change. To restrict access by the Kwakwaka’wakw in
any capacity will only continue the historical colonialist destruction of these fragile ecosystems. An
alternative, which works towards reconciliation of these regions, would be working to document and
research large-scale historical and present-day management within communities and with western allies,
in a similar framework seen with B.C. clam garden networks. We suggest that an increase in the scale of
the projects, designated by Kwakwaka’wakw knowledge holders and community leaders, would be
important in order to document the present state of estuarine root gardens. Researchers should conduct
future studies through community-involvement projects, to study the degradation of estuaries since the
removal of the Kwakwaka’wakw by colonial forces. Consideration of community-integrated
methodologies also apply to the various First Nation coastal food systems, such as clam gardens, present
in British Columbia. Methodologies with combined rhizome and tilling effects have been studied
previously (Lloyd, 2011, 90-101), but have been at a relatively small scale.
With increasing ecogeomorphic-modelling techniques undertaken within estuarine habitats, we
conclude that a large-scale study of the various managed and degraded sections of Kingcome Inlet and
long-term community involvement would be beneficial to avoid losses within this culturally important
location. We caution current governments that restrictions to these sites, and lack of pre-emptive action
to mitigate against sea level rise, could result in the loss of the entire estuarine root garden system over
time. Actions should be taken to protect these culturally important habitats and plants, and to re-introduce
cultural management by the Kwakwaka’wakw in the region. Otherwise, Canada risks losing a culturally
important and long-managed system, which would be a huge loss to the Kwakwaka’wakw and British
Columbia.
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Abstract

The Canadian health information and healthcare systems are largely designed around both aural and
visual mediums, likely excluding Deaf British Columbians. Yet, little research exists on the health of
this community or on barriers they may face in obtaining equitable access to healthcare and health
information. Drawing on national and international data, potential barriers for Deaf British Columbians
are examined, highlighting a need for culturally safe research in this area in order to identify, examine
and reduce barriers faced by this community and, ultimately, improve health equity in this population.
***AN ACCESSIBLE (ASL) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FOR THIS ARTICLE IS AVAILABLE
HERE: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTaJxCCe_Xg&feature=youtu.be
Keywords: Deaf, Interpretation, Health Inequities, American Sign Language, Health Literacy, Healthcare

1. Introduction
Health in Canada, similar to many other things, is not equally distributed (Bryant, Leaver, and Dunn
2009, 25-26). Systems and society provide some with greater health, while others face significantly more
barriers to equitable health (Raphael 2006, 653-654). In a society that is designed around both the senses
of vision and hearing, the Deaf community faces significant barriers to equitable health.
The Deaf community is a unique cultural and linguistic group (Reagan 1995, 243-245; Padden and
Humphries 2005, 1-5). In this article, a distinction will be made between the medical definition of
deafness and the cultural and linguistic identity, with ‘deaf’ referring to a loss of hearing and ‘Deaf’
referring to those who identify as a cultural and linguistic group. Many of the Deaf community members’
first language is American Sign Language (ASL), a grammatically and linguistically distinct language
from English (Valli and Lucas 2000, 14; Emmorey et al. 2008, 43-44). As such, many members of this
———
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community should be considered second language users of English. Like many linguistic and cultural
minorities, and second language users of English, the Deaf community face barriers to health information
and healthcare. In this paper, these barriers are understood as a failure of health systems to provide
adequate and relevant services rather than as a result of being Deaf. This is similar to the social model
of disability that highlights the disabling effects of the design of physical and social systems
(Shakespeare 2006, 198-199).
In order to highlight the barriers that Deaf British Columbians face in obtaining equitable access to
health information and health care, this paper draws on diverse research. Ultimately, in order to provide
equitable health to this community, it is argued that culturally safe research is needed in order to better
understand, identify and reduce barriers Deaf British Columbians face.
2. Barriers to Healthcare

Deaf people in British Columbia are often unable to access primary or specialist medical healthcare
providers who are fluent in their language. Though it should be noted that there are a few Deaf medical
doctors (Russell 2015, 85-86), and no doubt some who are fluent in ASL, these are too few to provide
sufficient service to a community of many thousands (Canadian Association of the Deaf 2015). As a
result, Deaf people and their healthcare providers most often do not share a language nor a culture.
While there are many approaches to bridging this gap, many practitioners and patients utilize
interpreting services.
Professional medical interpreters have been shown to reduce the number of clinically significant
communication errors as compared to untrained bilingual individuals or situations in which no
interpretation services were utilized (Flores et al. 2012, 548). In other minority language communities,
professional interpreter use has been generally shown to improve health outcomes and processes
(Flores 2005, 292); improve patient satisfaction in mental health encounters (271); reduce re-admission
rates in emergency care (Karliner, Pérez-Stable, and Gregorich 2017, 203; Lindholm et al. 2012, 1297);
improve patient comprehension of medical consent (Lee et al. 2017, 866); and, in one study in a
hospital emergency setting, to significantly reduce healthcare costs (Karliner, Pérez-Stable, and
Gregorich 2017, 203). Moreover, specifically within the Deaf community in the United States,
professional interpreter use was found to improve the reported quality of care received (Steinberg et al.
2006, 262) and comprehension of medical care instructions (Steinberg et al. 2002, 737-738). Yet, these
interpreting services are not provided ubiquitously in all medical situations in British Columbia, nor
have there been any extensive exploration of the impact of sign language interpreter mediated
relationships in North America.
3. Potential Barrier: Lack of Universal Interpreting Services in Healthcare Settings
Within British Columbia, as a result of the Eldridge v British Columbia (1997) decision in which it
was ruled that failure to provide professional sign language interpreting services in medical settings was
in conflict to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the provision of professional medical
interpreting services is provided at no cost to patient or practitioner by Provincial Health Services
Authority within the services explicitly defined by the Canada Health Act (1984, s. 9). Specifically,
professional medical sign language interpreter services can be accessed for “General practitioners (ie.
family doctors) and specialists, Psychiatrists, Ophthalmologists, Gynaecologists/Obstetricians, Medical
imaging and Hospital stays” (Western Institute of the Deaf and Hard of Hearing, 2017). No doubt this
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has greatly improved the quality of care and reduced barriers to healthcare for Deaf British Columbians;
yet, gaps remain in the provision of this vital service. Specifically, community-based dental, optometry,
non-profit specialized health organizations, physiotherapy and pharmacy service providers are unable to
access medical sign language interpreting services through the Provincial Health Services Authority
program, leaving these healthcare providers to elect or decline to pay out-of-pocket on an individual
basis. As a result, interpreting services are rarely if ever used in these situations.
Next, pharmacy services will be used as an exemplar in order to highlight the potential impacts and
barriers brought about by a failure to fund medical sign language interpreting services in all healthcare
service areas. Pharmaceuticals have become a large part of the provision and maintenance of health in
our society (Romain 2013, 2). Pharmacy services help to mitigate adverse drug reactions (3), promote
the effective use of medication (3) and provide advice on treatment options (3). Fundamental to the
effective provision of pharmacy services is communication (Phokeo and Hyman 2007, 423; Romain
2013, 1). Yet, as second language users of English, many Deaf people have a reduced English medical
vocabulary similar to that of non-English speaking immigrants (Steinberg et al. 2006, 264; Barnett et al.
2011, 1), making written communication an ineffective option for many Deaf patients. Unaddressed
communication barriers interrupt patient-pharmacist relationship development and may lead to a lack of
rapport and mistrust and, consequently, poor health outcomes (Ferguson and Shan 2015, 463). Indeed,
one research study conducted in a children's hospital in the Pacific Northwest of the United States found
that patients facing a language barrier were twice as likely to experience an adverse medication event
then those patients who did not face a language barrier (Cohen, Rivara, Marcuse, McPhillips, and Davis
2005, 577). Similarly, an increased risk of side effects due to language barriers has been shown in
community pharmacies as well (Schwappach, Meyer Massetti, and Gehring 2012, 766). Finally, without
a clear and effective way to communicate with pharmacists, Deaf British Columbians face a lack of
knowledge, and no way to report and discuss side effects, both of which have been shown to increase
the risk of treatment abandonment and medication misuse (Romain 2013, 3; Schwappach, Meyer
Massetti, & Gehring, 2012).
4. Potential Barrier: Lack of Knowledge on Effective Interpreter-Mediated Rapport Building
The relationship between healthcare providers and their patients is vital. A high-quality relationship
has been shown to improve patients’ adherence to treatment plans (Berry et al. 2008); specific health
outcomes such as ischemic heart disease (Farin and Meder 2010, 5); and patient activation in those with
chronic illness (Alexander et al. 2012, 1217-1218), which is associated with increased self-management
(Hibbard et al. 2007, 1460). However, Deaf patients and physicians face additional complexity in
establishing a high-quality relationship with each other as a majority of their interactions are navigated
through an interpreter. The addition of an interpreter makes interactions “triadic” in nature, and thus
more complex, as three people are actively attempting to communicate (Fatahi et al. 2008, 45). While it
is likely that all members of this triadic relationship endeavor to promote healthy relationships,
considering the multiple cultures and languages involved, it is possible that actions taken by one person
with the intention of promoting positive rapport may be perceived negatively by other members of the
medical encounter.
Medical Sign Language Interpreters are unable to produce a word-for-word interpretation, as ASL
and English are unique languages with little overlap. Instead, sign language interpreters, most often,
work from a meaning-based paradigm, using their skills and life experience to reproduce the emotions,
purpose, style and meaning of utterances from one language into the other (Janzen 2005, 8-10). As such,
while the information provided by practitioner or patient is likely to be interpreted similarly in content,
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how the utterance is presented and structured is likely to change between different medical sign language
interpreters. Often medical appointments between the same practitioner and patient are interpreted by
different medical sign language interpreters. The unique ways that each medical sign language interpreter
presents and structures information when moving from one language to the other may affect the
healthcare practitioners’ perceptions of the Deaf patient, which has been shown to affect the care
decisions they make (Thom et al. 2011, 153). Alternatively, it might be that the novel presentation of the
same information could make it seem like new information, again adding to the complexity of an already
complex triadic medical interaction. At the least, this points towards the need to better understand this
aspect of navigating healthcare relationships through professional medical sign language interpretation
services.
Interpreted medical interactions represent an interdisciplinary team approach to medical care where
Deaf patients, physicians and interpreters must work together in order to provide holistic and effective
medical care (Canadian Interprofessional Health Collaborative 2010, 6). If we understand it through this
framework, then in order to be effective, all members of the interdisciplinary team need to be able
understand each other's role, responsibilities and scope of practice, among other fundamental skills (9).
However, the effectiveness of such teams and the care they provide may be compromised without
research—such as culturally safe research about Deaf patients—to aide in the development of these
competencies within all members.

5. Barriers to Health Information
Individual and community health is supported by a great number of things beyond just healthcare
provision, including the health-related information we are able “to access, understand, evaluate and
communicate”, commonly called health literacy (Rootman and Gordon-El-Bihbety 2008, 11). With
improved health literacy, patients can better navigate healthcare relationships, manage chronic illness
and avoid preventable diseases (Rootman and Gordon-El-Bihberty, 2008, 3). In contrast, low health
literacy is associated with poor health and increased medication errors (Mitic and Rootman 2012, 11).
Fundamental to obtaining health literacy is access to clear and quality health information. Unfortunately,
barriers exist for Deaf British Columbians in accessing such health information.
Deaf people miss out on a large amount of the incidental health information that non-deaf people are
exposed to in their everyday lives (Job 2004, 265). Overhead conversations throughout our lives provide
a significant amount of health information, however, these conversations are often inaccessible to Deaf
people (265-266). Moreover, direct and indirect family conversations are often a source of not only
important health information but of specific family health histories (266). Yet, the majority of Deaf
people are born to non-deaf family, with many of these non-deaf families not obtaining a high level of
fluency in ASL (266). This effectively interrupts the intergenerational transmission of health knowledge
and family medical history (Barnett et al. 2011, 1).
Deaf British Columbians also face barriers in accessing more formalized sources of health
information. British Columbian public health websites and services such as HealthLink BC, the Center
for Disease Control B.C and public health announcements are, at present, not translated or interpreted
into American Sign Language, further excluding a community that is already disadvantaged due to
reduced incidental information exposure. While it is noteworthy that efforts are being made to support
the health information development in spoken language minority communities via language specific
services and translations, such as those seen on Healthlink BC homepage, the absence of such services
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for ASL users may speak to a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of American Sign Language.
Without exposure, many people assume ASL is English represented in another modality, rather than a
unique language fundamentally different from English.
These barriers to health information decrease the opportunity for Deaf British Columbians to develop
health literacy. The long term effects of reduced health literacy on minority community health cannot be
underestimated: indeed, one study conducted in the United States found that the Deaf people sampled
were 6.9 times more likely than the general population to have low health literacy (McKee et al. 2015,
5). And, in one qualitative study in Newfoundland, the sample of Deaf people reported being largely
unaware of palliative care or the scope of the services available to them (Maddalena, O’Shea, and
Murphy 2012, 108). No doubt, this lack of awareness increases the likelihood of members of this
community experiencing unnecessary suffering.

6. Recommendations for the Reduction of Barriers
Limited research exists on the barriers to healthcare and health information that Deaf British
Columbians or Deaf Canadians face. Without a foundation of relevant local research, the barriers faced
by Deaf British Columbians are unlikely to be identified, understood and ultimately, reduced. In a
fiscally-limited healthcare system, it is important to ensure that interventions to reduce barriers be wellresearched in order to ensure effectiveness. While international research on Deaf communities, such as
those from the United States, might be utilized to inform the design of local research, differences in
healthcare systems and community demographics make assumptions of parallelism reductionistic and
perhaps even dangerous.
Based on the information explored thus far, in order to promote equitable health in the Deaf
community in British Columbia, it is recommended that culturally safe research be funded and conducted
to better understand the healthcare and health information experiences of this community. In particular,
it is recommended that initial research be focused on the topics of: triadic patient-practitioner rapport as
mediated through medical sign language interpreters; the best avenues to provide health information to
Deaf British Columbians; and the effects of the lack of access to medical sign language interpreters in
healthcare services outside of those explicitly outlined in the Canada Health Act (1984). This research
should be thoughtful of Deaf community members who are members of multiple marginalized
populations, as it is likely that these individuals face additional barriers and marginalization.
This research agenda should be modified and refined through community consultation with the Deaf
community in British Columbia. The Deaf community have a lifetime of experience to draw on, making
them an ideal resource for developing a research agenda. The barriers identified in this paper might serve
as a starting point for discussion, but should be discarded or refined based on community feedback and
opinion. Using the Deaf community’s expertise to identify challenges they face regularly and on mass,
researchers might avoid assumed barriers.
A growing area of consideration in intercultural research is the need to maintain cultural safety
throughout the research process. Cultural safety can be understood as: socially just research designs and
processes that are intended to provide a safe and meaningful environment and research outcomes for the
community of focus (Lynam and Young 2000, 8). Research including the Deaf community should be
designed with cultural safety at its heart, beginning with the appropriate consideration of cultural and
linguistic factors in the development of research questions (Singleton, Jones, and Shilpa 2014, 62-63).
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Singleton, Jones, and Shilpa (2014) should be consulted as they highlight several important factors in
creating socially just research within the Deaf community.
Each research study needs to consider cultural safety uniquely, but it is recommended, in the short
term, that cultural safety might be best ensured by diverse Deaf advisory committees overseeing, guiding,
and advising on research. Another suggestion worth considering is Deaf community advisors functioning
as research “gate-keepers” (Singleton, Jones, and Shilpa 2014, 62), protecting their community from
non-culturally or linguistically-informed research and researchers (62). Whenever possible, current Deaf
researchers and health professionals should be recruited to be primary investigators in these studies (63).
In the long-term, efforts should be made to ensure that Deaf community members themselves are able,
supported, and encouraged to become health researchers in various health organizations (Barnett et al.
2011, 3).
7. Conclusion
There is sufficient literature and data from both national and international studies to suggest that
Deaf British Columbians face barriers to health information and healthcare, likely resulting in
inequitable health. Yet, there is insufficient information and data to understand the specifics of these
barriers and how they might be addressed. If we are to build healthcare and social systems that support
the health of all British Columbians, then we need to build a strong base of research in order to
effectively reduce barriers faced by the Deaf community. The community itself might best inform a
research agenda and should be considered a significant resource in addressing barriers. Only through
the recognition of this unique cultural community, research and the subsequent reduction of barriers
can we hope to provide equitable health to Deaf British Columbians.
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Abstract

While post-secondary institutions have become progressively diverse, systematic forms of oppression
continue to impact marginalized groups, particularly women of colour. As a result, racialized women
tend to have more negative experiences throughout the duration of their educational pursuits. Using
qualitative research methods, this study seeks to uncover how race, ethnicity and gender intersect to
produce various forms of oppression, which are preserved by power relations that reinforce
hierarchical structures within society. This study addressed three main issues: (1) how women of
colour understand their experiences of oppression (2) how white dominance is internalized and (3) how
oppressive ideologies are contested and coped with. An intersectional analysis and decolonial feminist
framework were implemented to explore how intersecting oppressions impact self-identity construction
for women of colour in higher learning.
Keywords: race, ethnicity, gender, oppression, education, diversity, inclusion

1. Introduction
The lives of women of colour are located in an intricate web of racialized and gendered intersections
that lead to various forms of oppression. As women of colour enter professional spaces, their day-today experiences are implicated by these interrelated facets. The progression into higher education for a
racialized woman puts her in the ‘heart of whiteness’, in which her identity is constructed as an out-ofplace, silenced being.1 Situated in a setting with the constant feeling that one does not belong bears

. Heidi S. Mirza, “Decolonizing Higher Education: Black Feminism and the Intersectionality of Race and
Gender,” Journal of Feminist Scholarship, no. 7/8 (2015): 2.
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emotional and psychological consequences.2 Research indicates that minority students are at a greater
risk of leaving university before finishing their degree due to feelings of exclusion and perceived
hostile academic climate.3 Consequently, it is important to understand how racialized women
internalize these power disparities and make sense of the barriers that arise in their struggle to define
themselves in spaces of learning. The concept of intersectionality is exceptionally useful for providing
an ontology that uncovers the experiences of women who are implicated by structures of domination
and control as racialized, gendered, sexualized and colonized “others”.4 The objective of this research
is to explore the ways in which women of colour are shaped by intersecting oppressions in education
by providing a breakdown of the complex power relations that give rise to social inequality and
systematic oppression.
The notion of positionality will be critical in this research exploration. Understanding this concept
requires a comprehension of where one stands in relation to power.5 This acknowledgment is crucial
for Western researchers as our positionality is nuanced by various influences of privilege and control.6
As author Reni Eddo-Lodge describes, there are many ways in which we as outsiders are also insiders.7
I am able-bodied, middle-class, with a post-secondary education and vernacular that is comparable to
those I read and critique. These are characteristics that place me in a position where I am taken
seriously and put my voice ahead of others. Developing an awareness of our positionality as
researchers allows us to identify the potential biases and limitations that seep into our explorations (i.e.,
qualitative reflexivity). We tend to possess a subjective view of the world that we seek to reinforce
through discourse with ourselves and others. However, it is more of a monologue than a dialogue in
which we encourage others to assume our ways of thinking.8 Only by listening and developing an
appreciation for others’ views and narratives can we truly gain an understanding of the world.9

2. Literature Review
Intersectionality and Power
Persistent disparities in the experiences of post-secondary students are magnified by power relations
that are implicated by race and gender. To truly understand these intersecting oppressions in education,
it is critical to deconstruct the ways in which postcolonial women navigate through racialized, classed
and gendered limitations. The objective is therefore to uncover latent structures that give rise to social

2

. Ibid., 3.
. Ibid.
4
. Ibid.
5
. David Takacs, “Positionality, Epistemology, and Social Justice in the Classroom,” Social Justice 90, no. 4
(2002): 169.
6
. Mark Griffiths, "From Heterogeneous Worlds: Western Privilege, Class and Positionality in the South,” Area
49, no. 1 (2017): 3.
7
. Reni Eddo-Lodge, Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People about Race (London: Bloomsbury Circus,
2017).
8
. Takacs, “Positionality, Epistemology, and Social Justice in the Classroom,” 169.
9
. Linda T. Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (Otago: University Press,
2012).
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segregation in the lives of women of colour.10 To fully understand how racism and sexism operate in
society, it is vital to acknowledge how these concepts intersect with other forms of oppression in
different contexts. The notion of intersectionality was first developed by American critical race
theorist, Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1995.11 This concept provides us with the ability to understand how
individuals’ identification with a given group may lead to certain forms of discrimination, while being
tied to other minoritized groups influences one’s experience with that discrimination.
To understand the interrelated components of oppression, it is essential to first analyze power
relations that foster these inequities, as this is where race and gender are situated. In contemporary
society natural resources, human life and employment are dominated by the elite. The potent influences
that sustain their position have created a delicate web of domination around the world, and the
processes for enabling this to occur have become structured and systematic. 12 When entering the
world, we are faced with an established script that dictates what to expect from others based on social
prestige, race, gender and so on. While the words ‘power’ and ‘privilege’ often stimulate ideas of
luxury and comfort, this is not the underlying feature of these ideologies. Power does not necessarily
signify a life without struggle; instead, it acknowledges that being part of an elite group (i.e., male,
white, heterosexual) will almost always benefit one’s course throughout life.13 It is this position in
society that simultaneously oppresses and reduces others to less than human.14 For the woman of
colour, it is simply not possible to avoid this experience in her navigation of day-to-day interactions.
Decolonial Feminism
Feminist philosopher Maria Lugones further deconstructs the intersections of gender, race, class and
sexualities through the notion of decolonial feminism,15 a concept she developed. This theory provides
us with an understanding of the complex interaction between economic, ethnicized and gendered
systems that each colonized individual faces throughout their life. The analysis of these intersecting
oppressions is the coloniality of gender and the opportunity to overcome it is what Lugones defines as
decolonial feminism.16
Coloniality was, and still is, fostered in situations that allow certain groups to be oppressed by a
forceful establishment of the modern, colonial gender system. When the Americas and the Caribbean
were colonized, a dichotomous classification between human and non-human was distinguished
through a Western lens. Among this hierarchical division was a distinction between man and woman,
which has now become the feature of humankind and civilization.17 Colonized groups, such as
. Mirza, “Decolonizing Higher Education: Black Feminism and the Intersectionality of Race and Gender,” 2.
. David Gillborn, “Intersectionality, Critical Race Theory, and the Primacy of Racism: Race, Class, Gender, and
Disability in Education,” Qualitative Inquiry 21, no. 3 (2015): 278.
12
. Anne Bishop, Becoming an Ally: Breaking the Cycle of Oppression in People (Nova Scotia: Fernwood
Publishing, 2015).
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. Eddo-Lodge, Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People about Race.
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Indigenous peoples and Africans were equivalent to animals in the sense that they were secondary and
incapable of critical thinking. This resulted in the voices of these groups being suppressed.18 Not even
the European woman was equivalent to the European man; rather, she was a mere distortion of male
perfection. Women were understood as individuals who reproduced an ideal race and capital through
their sexuality. Hence, not only is the gender system classified by hierarchy, it is also racially
differentiated, fostering bias and allowing gender to be colonized.19 It is the oppressing intersections at
the center of the colonial difference that women of colour experience by those who try to deprive them.
This intrusive process is what occupies them in a manner that is intriguing yet commanding,
discouraging any type of features that would maintain their own sense of self. The concept of
coloniality is therefore more than a dichotomous hierarchy of society in terms of power, it involves the
practice of dehumanizing certain groups in accordance with their classification in the hierarchy.20
While this sounds like a fad of the past, colonialism is still present in contemporary Canada as the elite
maintain power over various groups.21 Author Linda Smith contests the dominant structures that
continue to hurt people of colour. She argues that these powerful institutions, such as education, need
to be decolonized in order to truly appreciate the history and experiences of women of colour from
their own narratives.22 Decolonial feminism is critical to understanding the interrelated components of
race, colonization and class, and it further goes beyond the oppression of women to provide them with
the ability to realize their experiences without surrendering to them.23
3. Methodology
Using a phenomenological framework with a decolonized lens, the purpose of this research was to
gain an in-depth comprehension of racialized and ethnic women’s experiences with oppression in
education. Michael Patton’s recommendation for empathetic neutrality was followed, which seeks to
prevent one’s own bias and respective beliefs from influencing the data collection. This involves deep
consideration for participants’ perspectives while still maintaining a neutral stance about the
information they disclose.24 Qualitative methods were employed to develop a thorough understanding
of ethnicized women’s lives, in addition to the interplay of race, gender and other social influences that
impact their lived experiences.
The analysis addressed three exploratory questions/issues:
1. How women of colour understand their experiences with oppression in higher learning
2. How white dominance is internalized
3. How oppressive ideologies are contested and coped with
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Research Participants
Participants for this study consisted of racial and ethnic women attending post-secondary institutions
either at the undergraduate or graduate level. The intersecting characteristics of race, ethnicity and
gender were significant as they led to different forms of oppression, impacting self-identity
construction and daily navigations of life. The differentiation between undergraduate and graduate
students was used to explore how participants’ experiences differed as they progressed through their
studies. In addition, age was a confounding factor beyond the education level since people tend to have
more life experiences as they mature. Post-secondary institutions are critical in shaping the ways in
which women of colour come to understand their worlds as they provide an extensive setting for
interaction between individuals of all backgrounds. The goal was to listen to the voices of these women
and develop an understanding for their personal struggles with oppression. For this reason, I chose only
to explore the experiences of women of colour, as it is not necessary to validate their narratives against
other groups.
A snowball sampling method was used to invite participants to be a part of this study. This phase of
recruitment began with personal contacts sharing details about the exploration with interested
individuals who then contacted myself directly if they self-identified with the participant groups. Each
new participant communicated with myself through information either provided by a previous
participant or through a personal contact. I also attended a variety of lectures and tutorials inviting
students to participate in the research, which also proved to be effective. Ultimately, participants were
able to self-identify and self-select.
A total of 11 participants took part in the study: 7 undergraduate students and 4 graduate students
attending an established post-secondary institution in Canada. Participants ages ranged from 20-41
years old, with a mean age of approximately 24 years old. Diverse academic backgrounds were
reflected, as participants came from disciplines within education, law, sociology, psychology, political
science, architecture and biopsychology. Approximately 50% of participants were born and raised
outside of Canada, representing an additional intersecting factor. See Appendix A for visual
representation of racial/ethnic dispersion.

Data Collection
Semi-structured one-on-one interviews were the primary method of data collection. Personal
interviews allowed participants to express their thoughts and beliefs in an environment that was safe,
while also providing them with the ability to discuss their own narratives on their own terms. Linda
Smith discusses the importance of research benefitting the researched.25 Accordingly, an effort was
made to create a space in which participants could discuss subjects they would not necessarily have the
opportunity to in their everyday lives.
Participants were provided with consent forms prior to the data collection taking place. During the
interviews, participants were audio-recorded while field notes were taken for data analysis. The
25
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maintenance and use of field notes provided me with the ability to account for emotions and non-verbal
language that would not have been recognized in audio recordings. This aided in drawing on situational
factors that later proved to be critical for analysis.

4. Data Analysis
Transcribing and Coding
All recordings were transcribed verbatim prior to data analysis taking place. The transcription was
carefully reviewed as pseudonyms, notations (e.g., pauses) and contextual dynamics were factored into
the study. Once the recordings had been transcribed, the transcript was coded to uncover recurrent
themes and patterns. In an effort to be tremendously thorough in the data analysis process, the data was
coded manually. This allowed me to become immersed in the data and ensure that the analysis was not
only detailed, but also accurate. The main patterns were organized into broad themes which were
further categorized into subthemes within each category. It was during this phase that a comprehension
of the participants’ circumstances began to surface.
5. Findings
The coding analysis revealed four major themes: experiences with oppression, academia, coping and
recommendations.
A.1 Experiences with Oppression
A significant part of being a woman of colour involves one’s race implicating their experiences,
interactions and situations they find themselves in. This theme refers to the process of an individuals’
race or ethnic background influencing their daily living, such as how they behave or communicate with
others. Participants unanimously agreed that oppression was something they had experienced
throughout their lives. While understandings of oppression differed from participant to participant due
to diverse backgrounds, academic levels and experiences, there was still a shared underlying belief as
to how it manifests itself in society. For the purpose of this research, oppression will be defined as the
systemic use of power to subordinate members of a social group through a process of othering that
works to maintain unequal power distributions within society. This definition is based on a summation
of participants’ responses about how they understand and utilize the concept.
Participants reported that oppression was an enduring experience that began as early as the
elementary age due to a process of socialization. It was at this point they developed a sense of
otherness as they came to realize there were few others who looked like them. This was a feeling that
progressed throughout high school and into their post-secondary educational pursuits. The educational
system played a critical role in shaping identity construction and encounters with other students or
faculty. Unlike public setting where individuals may not possess a higher education, university and
college campuses provide a context in which individuals are present for the sole purpose of advancing
their knowledge in a specific area. Accordingly, professors and students in this setting tend to have
more knowledge and awareness of social inequalities. While participants reported that campus climate
was generally positive, oppression manifested itself in more minute ways. As one participant describes,
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“You have to deviate, we have to manage our behaviour, our presentation—just having to think about
it is a burden in and of itself. It’s cultural gaslighting… I just think it’s this constant sense of being told
that what you’re feeling is not valid, there’s no discrimination, there’s no oppression, meanwhile you
do feel like there are certain ways you are being treated differently and the statistics don’t lie, you
know? That life outcomes for people of colour or women of colour are limited. It’s this almost like,
embodied imposition where we just feel like we’re out of place even though no one has told you you’re
out of place and we regulate ourselves to fit into it or you know, pass.” There is a perpetual reminder
that one is out of place in higher learning as they are occupying a space that has not historically been
designed for them. Managing these environments and one’s self-presentation becomes an active
process, which can be tiring and distressing.
A.2 Academia
Academia was significant in participants’ lives as they were all pursuing a post-secondary degree.
Specifically, participants reported the education system predominantly being taught through a Western
lens that lacks diversity in terms of gender and race. As we live in a Western society, it is unsurprising
that academia is often taught through a Eurocentric perspective. However, this can be problematic
when learning about social inequality and systematic discrimination. Participants reported that the
theories, resources and information they were taught with had an absence of women, people of colour
and intersections of the two. Learning about history through one viewpoint skews individuals’
understanding of history, while reinforcing the idea that one’s ancestors are not worth learning about.
The lack of reference to marginalized groups is an example of the colonial process at work as it
maintains power through historical resources by disregarding the contributions made by the other.
Consequently, participants reported having to independently seek outside resources to include voices
from people or women of colour. One participant counted, mentioning that approximately 10% of the
scholars they read were women, 10% were people of colour and some intersected. If she wanted to
learn beyond the white, male, heteropatriarchy, she would have to do so on her own time since it was
rarely provided. This has the implication of obscuring other epistemologies and ontologies.
A further issue for participants in turns of academia was the lack of representation on campus.
Particularly, they reported few women or people of colour depicted in the faculty or student population.
This amplified the feeling of being an outsider, as they reported not seeing faces that looked like theirs
or their families. While this is not a blatant attack on women of colour, the lack of representation
contributes to a sense of interiority. Representation is a substantial issue as it hinders participants’
ability to feel that they belong when they do not see others who look or can identify with them. It can
be an isolating journey when you are the only one of your kind, especially being part of a minoritized
group.
A.3 Coping and Recommendations
Participants discussed how they coped with their experiences and contested the challenges they
faced. In their descriptions, they mainly recalled talking the issue out with others to bring awareness to
the problem. In this, family and friends were significant in providing a strong support system for
participants struggling with feelings of othering and silencing. At the same time, they were also able to
validate their experiences and help them to embrace who they are in their educational pursuits.
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Participants also addressed the importance of their education in providing them with knowledge and
words to conceptualize their understandings. If one does not know the term of the term
microaggression for example, it may prove difficult to describe what they are feeling and they may be
more likely to brush it off. Numerous participants further reflected on remaining positive as they
emphasized that they cannot, and have no desire to spend their entire lives analyzing whether
something was oppressive or not; rather, they just had to keep moving forward, especially since it
occurs so frequently.
Participants offered recommendations for changes that could be made to enhance feelings of
inclusivity, diversity and anti-oppressive ideologies in higher learning. Specific reports were made in
regards to institutions implementing structural modifications. While they acknowledged that the
institution does an impeccable job of paying service to being inclusive, participants were unsure as to
how this translated into practice. They reported a desire to move past the outward feelings of diversity;
instead, they wanted to see changes being made systemically. The academy may depict images of
students of colour in posters or develop clubs targeted towards marginalized groups, but participants
reported that this would not be effective until women of colour see themselves in the campus; that is, in
the course material, in the student population and in their faculties.
6. Discussion
Throughout this research I have depicted a narrative of racialized women’s lived experiences,
illustrating the occurrence of oppression across space and time. The objective was to put the reader in
the shoes of women of colour for their circumstances to be understood on their own terms. Listening to
the perspectives of racialized and ethnic women provides insight into often concealed issues that have
profound consequences. It is further important to note that participants generally had positive feelings
about the campus climate and acknowledged that improvements were being made. Many participants
expressed that some professors and curriculums were beginning to incorporate more Indigenous
authors and voices from people of colour, which contributed to fostering inclusivity and representation
on campus.
Research is often undertaken with the assumption that it will create value for humanity and
contribute to something greater than itself. Providing an accurate account of individuals’ narratives and
telling them well is therefore imperative.26 As Patricia Hill Collins describes, marginalized groups are
often faced with circumstances in which their voices will be heard only if their thoughts are similar or
suitable for the dominant group.27 In turn, this alters the meaning of their beliefs while simultaneously
allowing the ideologies of dominant groups to supersede. The contributions of this research have
provided women of colour with the opportunity to discuss how they have been impacted by dominant
structures in society, while providing a raw description of these experiences without the influence of
prevailing groups. In addition, the research provides an alternative perspective on social inequality
from the viewpoint of the other, as this is a standpoint that has historically been disregarded.28 This
study provided a safe space in which participants were free to discuss oppressive institutions without
26
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the fear of feeling scrutinized by authoritative, political or social pressures. The knowledge gained
through this research investigation will also benefit society by identifying and revealing dormant issues
in institutions that are often overlooked. The findings can be used to develop new insights into the
ways in which power relations reinforce social divisions and inequity in contemporary society,
ultimately providing a foundation for further research to be completed in detecting and rectifying
issues of oppression.
Conclusion
This research study explores how women of colour in education experience intersecting oppressions
and come to understand these processes. The objective was to gain a comprehension of how ethnic and
racialized women interact with dominant structures in addition to how they internalize white
dominance and combat these challenges. It is particularly useful in sociological research to explore
how individuals depict and perceive their state of being and develop their self-concept, allowing
researchers in this area to identify various challenges and methods of resolution. Intersectionality and
decolonial feminism are critical perspectives that provide a comprehensive analysis of how race,
gender and other social identities are interrelated to create diverse forms of oppression. This aids in
developing an understanding of the othered woman’s fight for autonomy and recognition in her
educational pursuit.29 The findings of this research are of great relevance not only to women of colour,
but also for elite and dominant groups in understanding their position of power that subliminally
functions to silence marginalized groups.

29
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Appendix A
Figure 1: Illustration of racial and ethnic dispersion among participants.
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Abstract

I discuss the use of the concept “hospitality”. I discuss Heidrun Friese (2004), who explores the
conditions for adequately conceptualizing hospitality. I point out how her analysis can show that the
concept “hospitality” is often used only in name, as with the segregated social category of the
“immigrant”, for example. I then discuss José Medina (2016) and his concept of “resistant
imagination”. I argue his idea can be useful for fielding the difficulties Friese sets out for adequately
conceptualizing “hospitality”. I argue that in addition to physical sensitivity, an epistemic variety of
sensitivity is vital for respecting others in a global community.
Keywords: hospitality, imagination, epistemic justice, political philosophy

1. Introduction
I discuss the use of the concept “hospitality”. María Lugones and Elizabeth Spelman (1983) pointed
out that internalized oppression presupposes living life “in terms of the impoverished and degrading
concepts others have found it convenient to use to describe” that life (Lugones and Spelman 1983, 573574). Yet, the concept of hospitality seems, by definition, a matter of attentive consideration for
another. I will suggest a reason why hospitality involves such consideration, why it is something
imperative in a global context, and moreover, its hollow and handwaving use is something terrible. It is
one thing for a person or institution or polity to claim to offer hospitality, and quite another for them to
in fact offer it. I discuss Heidrun Friese (2004) and José Medina (2006) and suggest a synthesis of their
ideas can suggest politically, socially, and ethically useful insight.
2. Conceptualizing Hospitality
Sally Haslanger (2005) and others have offered a theoretical account of a certain sort of conceptual
analysis Haslanger calls ameliorative. Ameliorative projects do not simply describe or characterize a
———
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concept, they outline “the concept we are reaching for” in its use (Haslanger and Saul 2006, 96). These
projects focus on connecting the concept we are reaching for up with how we usually use it,
connections to encourage improved use. Dictionary.com lists two definitions for the word-entry
“hospitality”:
1. the friendly reception and treatment of guests or strangers.
2. the quality or disposition of receiving and treating guests and strangers in a warm, friendly,
generous way. (Dictionary.com 2017)
Friese takes on such an ameliorative project to illustrate the conditions this sort of treatment means:
friendliness, warmness, and generosity are the relations the hospitable intend toward guests. As Ann
Cudd (2006) and others have shown, there are situations where hospitality as such fails.
Cudd discusses oppression as operating within hierarchically situated social groups and through
various sorts of oppression (e.g., psychological, physical, affective). Social groups are an important
part of social and self-identity. Similarities and differences between individuals are accentuated to
facilitate the development of positive self-identity and a role within pertinent social categories (or
social groups). An evolutionarily beneficial side-effect of this socio-cognitive process are stereotypes,
“quick and dirty” generalizations about the general social environment which may or may not be
accurate, and can be biased in favor of groups one identifies themselves as being a part of (their “ingroup”) while biased against groups one is not a part of (“out-group”) (Cudd 2006, 70-3). In a global
context, the common experience of immigrants in their country of arrival is often what Cudd calls de
facto and de jure segregation, where their identity as immigrants is both “legally defined and enforced”
as well as “practiced and enforced” by social groups without explicit legal requirement (Cudd 2006,
137-8). This total separation illustrates how hospitality can fail to operate on its own conceptual terms.
The identity of being an “immigrant” can itself operate against being hospitable, as the preeminent
socio-political out-group.
Friese introduces her project with a quote from Franz Kafka (1929) in posthumous novel The Castle.
In the quote, the main character, K., is an uninvited guest to the castle and the village, and his hosts are
overt in their existential distance from “one who does not comprehend, acts in an odd manner and
disrupts familiar comforts, the usual order of things” (Friese 2004, 67). Friese notes the image of a
“ridiculous tangle” of bureaucratic hang-ups that sustain K. in an ambivalent presence and distance, an
example showing that “what is at stake” in an adequate conceptual account of hospitality is the fact that
the notion of being a stranger or a guest itself – so, as such a social group – can be a form of imposition
upon those who receive the hospitality. Any academic effort in facilitating global association, to keep
from dissolution into contradiction, must remember that a space of “permitting difference and
negotiation” that “resists claims of identity and belonging” is essential to a coherent concept of
hospitality (Friese 2004, 74-5). We can read this in the definitions from Dictionary.com: the word
guest is associated with “stranger”: an individual we have no understanding of, whether they are in or
out, friend or foe. A guest is to be given their own space to be themselves, and even that, in the sense
of what that means for them as who they are, and yet Friese notes that the host also make demands of
their guests, drawing the metaphorical line in the sand where their hospitality goes no further, “to
regulate the transformation of a stranger’s status and fashion him as socially acceptable” qua guest
(Friese 2004, 71).
This resistance to identity and belonging as characteristic of hospitality means the concept is
inherently problematic for social formation. Cudd has described how the sociological aspects of group
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formation show we use categorization and stereotypes to help develop cohesion between disparate
individuals by accentuating similarities and downplaying dissimilarities. A concept that instead
requires the consistent accentuation of dissimilarities – the relation between guest and host
underwriting where the familiar “person from here” stops and the foreign “person from there” begins –
seems at resolute odds with the development of social cohesion and group formation. The wide array of
historical and contemporary evidence attests to this: it seems more often the rule that immigrants fare
badly in their new society and the exception that they live comfortably. Friese seems to show that
hospitality is something hard to achieve, something that is more often merely attempted or even just
said just because how society operates.
Sara Ahmed (2016) has pointed out that academic institutions often state a commitment to antiracism efforts to not have to make such a commitment. Picking up where J. L. Austin left off with the
concept of “performatives”, Ahmed offers the concept of the “non-performative”: how to “use words
as a way of not doing things” (Ahmed 2016, 1). Friese’s project, too, shows that the use of the word
“hospitality” may be more one of stating one is hospitable than being hospitable. Cudd’s project shows
the facts of social formation seem to rest in large part on this being desirable, since hospitality, as
something that imperatively accentuates dissimilarities between individuals, is problematic. And yet
the world continues to grow, and with it the association between disparate societies becomes more
common. To develop our conceptual resources in such a way that explains how to be and not just claim
to be hospitable, helping us in this more socially complex world, I turn to José Medina and his concept
of “resistant imagination”.
3. Imagining Hospitality
Medina’s project has a range of potentially insightful recommendations for both Friese and Cudd.
Medina is thinking big and begins his 2013 The Epistemology of Resistance: Gender and Racial
Oppression, Epistemic Injustice, and Resistant Imaginations by discussing conditions for an adequate
concept of democracy. Positioning his account against other epistemic models, which offer adequate
epistemic conditions for democratic society, his central concept of resistance finds its first application
as the “heart and soul” of democracy (Medina 2013, 4). This resistance-based model of democratic
society is the general social framework within which Medina proposes and describes his concept of
resistant imagination. Medina cites John Dewey’s account of democracy as an example of where
imagination is critical, for individuals to think through and explore what others different from them
experience and, accordingly, with those possibilities in mind, to think through how best to organize
society democratically. An important element in this work, however, is to ensure that our imagination
is continually grounded in the real experiences of those different others. Working closely with others
while working closely on our imaginative sensibilities is an imperative element of democracy, for
Medina, and the real differences between us equally so.
For Friese, for hospitality to be adequate, qualities like friendliness and generosity must be to leave
open space for “forms of exchange” allowing for mutually beneficial encounters between
fundamentally different people (Friese 2004, 71). This space is along the lines as that discussed by
Medina, thinking through the epistemic limits and important elements of democratic interaction.
Medina writes in terms of blindness, where even those individuals who conceive of themselves as
clearly aware of and responsive toward others different than themselves are still stuck in ways of
relating which they take to be normal, what he calls “dominant other-regarding attitudes about
normalcy, about what counts as normal or mainstream or to be expected.” In thinking to have
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succeeding in directing their attention and efforts toward, they succeed instead at making those
different others visible “as a problem.” (Medina 2013, 152). A catchphrase for phenomena of this sort
is “insensitivity to insensitivity”. The essentially epistemic aspect here, where the blindness is
cognitive, is a lack of understanding of others on their own terms and happens without awareness. We
are unaware of how much of which we are unaware about ethical interaction with those who we do not
understand. We just do not see it.
This lack of awareness adds a new way to look at Cudd analyzing group formation, who had pointed
to scholars who have shown that “no actual facts about the groups have to be involved” in the
stereotypical categorization of in-group and out-group membership (Cudd 2006, 71). Cudd shows that
there are both voluntary and involuntary social groups. We can be fully aware of and actively involved
in, even fully decide, to take part in some social groups, while for others, we can not only have no or
little say in being in them, often we can even be unaware that we are in them (Cudd 2013, 41-46)! I
think an illustrative example is the social group of “immigrants”. It may be that a person has
consciously and voluntarily become an immigrant. It may be instead that their life depends on asylum
and they are an immigrant more involuntarily than voluntarily (unless we consider living a mere
choice?). It may be that they have parents who are voluntary immigrants but, conceived at home and
born abroad, they are an immigrant ex post facto. Yet, as made all too clear in political rhetoric, it is
the general category, the stereotypical immigrant simpliciter, that is to be dealt with, that is judged
legally and evaluated socially, in a lack of awareness of who those “foreigners” are, a sort of blindness
to how they have each come to be in the social group.
In his book, Medina explores the importance of the imperative of our “need to reimagine our
categories . . . so that our reconceptualizations redirect our ordinary practices and our ways of relating
to each other” (Medina 2013, 253). The personal and political effects of injustice and oppression merit
more than merely our working within the common and accepted practices of knowledge creation and
production, but going further, to leave open the possibility of an effective and proactive response to the
experiences of others who live (let alone work) within those practices that are not common or accepted.
Medina offers various concepts we might use to better understand this need from the point-of-view of
someone who is outside those othered experiences, with the key concept being the imperative for
resistant imagination. If we are to critically examine and morally improve how we engage with others,
if the hospitable look closely at what is habitually recognized as permittable and unacceptable
possibilities of social and group interaction, one area that can be relevant to opening conceptual space
is our imaginative sensibilities.
Medina directly positions his account of resistant imagination as direction for this potential.
Exploring the concept of imagination, he begins in the context of fiction, a common area for such
exploration, and initially asks a question drawn out of the work of Tamar Szabo Gendler:
Why do we experience such resistance when invited to entertain fictional scenarios that violate
our moral intuitions and values, and not when asked to imagine fictional worlds that violate
our factual sense or the laws of physics? (Medina 2013, 251)
We have a difficult time with the invitation to imagine a moral world different than ours, especially
if that world conflicts with our own, or even causes us to imagine ourselves with more culpability than
the real moral world we feel comfortable and live in. This causes us to develop what Medina calls
imaginative resistance, where instead of the usual hypothetical reasons we use in other forms of
reasoning (“cold counterfactuals”), we are presented with scenarios where our affective and
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sociopolitical realities are put into question (“hot counterfactuals”). Presented with a fictional scenario
that implicates us in moral harm, our imagination itself becomes resistant, and places us further away
from such a possibility to sustain our individual stability in the real world.
This reaction is precisely what Medina recommends we switch out: imaginative resistance for
resistant imagination. Instead of our allowing our imagination to control how we react to moral
scenarios that are uncommon or harmful to our sense of stability within our real “positionality and
relationality,” we can instead use these fictional differences to instigate epistemic counterpoints, where
the difference we experience itself becomes a cause for moral education and the possibility of better
understanding what we do not experience ourselves: the lives of others. The resistance of our
imagination not to the transgression of its limits but, inversely, to the limits of our transgression where
what is “to be avoided is letting one particular imaginative horizon or frame rule the day and become
hegemonic . . . and making the subjects who grow under their influence become insensitive to the blind
spots of the frame” (Medina 2013, 254). Medina suggests this resistance can move beyond our
thoughts of fictional worlds, into our engagement with the real experiences those others who live lives
we can only imagine, so we can watch out for and repair “the circulation of ways of imagining
collective subjectivities (e.g., racial or sexual identities) that demean them and prevent their inclusion
in the community or their equal standing within it” (ibid.).
Medina offers several methods for working within and against these hard-to-spot cognitive and
behavioral tendencies toward inadequate – and oppressive – social interaction. For example, we can
develop what he calls “epistemic friction” by pursuing “epistemic counterpoints”: actively working to
see things from many sides, considering and reconsidering things to try “to identify the blind spots of
our social gaze in different contexts, including our own contexts” (Medina 2013, 180). The salient
feature of such work vis-à-vis Friese’s ideas about hospitality is the effort put to ensure our work is
multirelational and heterogenous. We are guided by Medina to continually look out for and repair ways
we may be yet still be blind, without presuming that we will have succeeded at some point in the future
at achieving some sort of ideal clear sight. We do so both individually and collectively. Medina takes
pains to point out that the work he suggests is for us all, and so the concept of being hospitable as
articulated by Friese, of the consistent, open-ended maintenance of a space for difference and
negotiation between host and guest, regardless of whether that “all” and that “space” is local or global,
is a place for such epistemic work.
A combination of Medina and Friese’s projects seems to point to specific ways of showing
friendliness, warmness, and generosity toward guests as a host. Identifying just how to show these
qualities qua host will depend on the particular guest. The relationship between them in this project of
identification can benefit from imagining epistemic counterpoints. Each works to consider how the
other lives in and experiences the world, how they each might best work towards a mutually beneficial,
a hospitable encounter. There will be, of course, friction. There will be the need to be continually be
aware of the reality of the other, and to change with time. It may be that what was desirable for one
changes, and thereby the desire of the other to be their host or guest also changes. The relationship
between host and guest is dynamic. There is something to be said for negotiation. Friese points out not
only the need for space, but for clear agreements. The etymology of the word, the “semantic and
conceptual field” of hospitality, is originally “reciprocal exchange, a mandatory pact” made by the
“master of the house (i.e., the family, the household)” with guests (Friese 2004, 69). The work of being
hospitable is one of a moving equilibrium that changes with the identity of both guest and host. In a
global context, this equilibrium is one that involves imagining how things might be for others not just
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beyond the neighborhood or the city, but beyond the state, beyond the continent. It means imagining
friendliness, warmness, and generosity to be quite different than they are within our family or culture.
4. Conclusion
Hospitality, then, is a form of mutually beneficial association. As Cudd notes, closing her study of
oppression, it may be that in our nature as social animals, there is a social element that can learn to
appreciate “expanding our circle of concern to others who were once excluded” (Cudd 2006, 236). At
the least, I think, without any Neo-Aristotelian essentialism, any “nature”, there are intuitive,
philosophical reasons for a sense of hospitality without determinable extension: a sense of continually
open awareness to the variety of others. I, myself, am motivated by purely Kantian sentiment. The
space of reason is ever and always the space of reasoners; and space, infinite.
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Abstract

A study into the connections between contemporary issues in Afghanistan and the Cold War imperialism
of both Soviet Russia and the United States of America, this essay summarizes the formal military
engagement that began between the USSR in December of 1979 and the informal United States
sponsored training of the mujahideen that began shortly thereafter. This essay ultimately studies the
modern implications of American and Russian military interventionism and imperialism, as well as the
ways in which ill-conceived military interference in regional conflicts by other nation states can have
devastating impacts on civilian populations.
Keywords: Cold War, Imperialism, Afghanistan, USSR, United States, Mujahideen.

Afghanistan is one of the world’s least developed nations, suffering from severe economic
disenfranchisement and a great degree of internal unrest. While much of this can be attributed to the
2001 invasion of the nation carried out by U.S forces, the influence of Cold War imperialist legacies is
also largely to blame for the current problems. In 1978, the People’s Democratic Republic of Afghanistan
took power, leading to a violent civil war which impacted nearly all elements of civilian life. However,
what could and should have been a regional conflict quickly turned into an international affair, as the
PDPA’s ties with the USSR led to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December of 1979. This in turn
was countered by the U.S funding the mujahideen and other factions opposed to the Communist
government. Afghanistan’s struggles to find an appropriate government were used by both of the Cold
War superpowers as a means by which to extend their respective spheres of influence, and the devastation
wreaked by foreign interference remains central to the suffering of the Afghan people today. Today, the
nation of Afghanistan owes nearly all of its problems to interference on behalf of the United States and
Soviet Russia. Afghanistan is, in and of itself, a testament to the long term devastation that so often stems
from ill-advised imperialist war mongering.
Prior to the outright military intervention by the Soviets, the economic and political situations
of Afghanistan were already deeply unstable following the Saur Coup of 1978. The late 1970’s overthrow
of President Mohammad Daoud Khan thrust what had previously been a relatively conservative nation
———
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into the midst of dramatic social and economic upheavals, leading to many Afghan civilians feeling
hostile towards the new regime of the PDPA (Saikal 2006, 352). While previous reformations had been
attempted by Afghan leaders, such as King Amanullah Khan, who led notable efforts in regards to
women's rights to education, the government of King Zahir Shah and Mohammed Daoud Khan had held
a far more moderate position, and in many of the more rural areas of Afghanistan, ultra-religious and
conservative values remained the norm (Misdaq 2006, 73-95). Following the PDPA’s rise to power,
dramatic social and cultural reforms were immediately enacted, giving little thought to the more religious
values of many elites, and alienating large portions of the Afghan population with the state-enforced
attitudes that sought to eradicate a great deal of traditional Islamic views. Some of the PDPA’s goals,
such as fighting illiteracy and supporting women’s equality, are quite admirable from a Western point of
view, but the speed with which the PDPA-led modernization took place created a great deal of open
hostility. The new social changes were often perceived as being anti-Islam, and as far too heavily
Western. The Khan government had also received a great deal of foreign aid from both the U.S and the
USSR, allowing for dramatic improvements in infrastructure and a general economic boost. However,
the new regime relied solely Communist aid, leading many to question the economic viability. Notably,
the traditional view of many historians regarding the PDPA, that it largely collapsed from within and
was eventually destroyed due to political infighting, largely ignores the Afghan people as a whole,
erasing the role played on the ground by local people (Christia 2012). The alienation and hostility that
was borne from overly hasty changes on behalf of the PDPA, changes that ignored many of the ideals
that were enshrined in Afghanistan and reflected centuries of religious and cultural values, were in
themselves forces that led to much of the disarray in Afghanistan today. The PDPA, and therefore to
some degree the Soviet, policies that were implemented in the wake of the Saur Revolution ignored the
voices of the Afghan people, and in many ways were doomed to fail due to the sheer hubris that came
from ignoring the people’s right to have a government that reflected their values.
The Soviet invasion of late 1979 occurred after Soviet financial support and military advisors proved
to be insufficient for the PDAP to retain control (Hilali 2005, 673-716). Hafizullah Amin, who had
deposed Nur Mohammad Taraki in September to become the new Afghan president, was overthrown in
a Soviet-led coup in December, to be replaced by Babrak Karmal, who represented one of the rival
factions within the PDPA (Westad, 2015, 310-322). Karmal was far more sympathetic to the USSR, and
the Soviets capitalized on the infighting that had nearly torn apart the PDPA in order to place him in
power. However, wide unrest continued across the country, as PDPA factions fought among themselves
and as anti-Communist Islamic forces sought to eradicate the PDPA entirely. The Soviet military was
drawn into urban warfare, fighting various enemies at once and causing a great deal of destruction within
various key strategic regions. Civilians, often mistakenly assumed to be combatants by Soviet forces,
were frequently killed, or suffered severe injuries from landmines. Estimates vary widely about the
civilian death toll, with there being anywhere between 500,000 and 2 million Afghan non-combatants
casualties upon the conclusion of the fighting (Khalidi 1991, 101-126). Widespread destruction engulfed
the nation, with both insurgents and Soviets alike relying heavily on the use of landmines. The nearannihilation of various Afghan cities was the norm. Soviet strategy, often misinformed by the KGB,
could not measure up to the insurgency led by the mujahideen; the Soviets were widely known to have
experienced extremely large losses of personnel. Within the broader framework of the global Cold War,
however, the impact of admitting military weakness was substantial, which in turn meant that the Soviet
Union remained in Afghanistan for far longer then was actually viable. The USSR, already experiencing
widespread internal unrest by the mid-1980’s, continued to attempt to secure their southern border with
Afghanistan by supporting the PDPA until 1989, when the financial, social, and human costs of the war
finally proved too much. Soviet forces pulled out entirely and the focus turned largely towards conflicts
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at home. Meanwhile, Afghanistan was in ruins, and the limited Soviet support that continued until the
USSR’s dissolution in 1992 did little to alleviate the suffering of Afghan people.
The Soviet-led invasion worked in tandem with the covert American-led support of the
mujahideen to deeply destabilize a nation already suffering from various internal issues. CIA-funded
operations to first radicalize, then train, the various Islamic groups that felt hostile towards the Soviets,
however, would lead not to a democratic fighting force as the Americans had hoped. Instead, the
mujahideen became an unpredictable group of Islamic militants, equipped with both weapons and
professional training. Western involvement in Afghanistan greatly predates the actual invasion by Soviet
troops, as evidenced by the historic rivalry between England and Russia in the early 1900’s, yet it was
the Soviet invasion that led to far greater Western, specifically American, involvement in Afghanistan.
For the U.S, the Soviet invasion was seen as a great opportunity, primarily because it seemed to be an
easy means of damaging the USSR with minimal cost. As John Pradas notes:
Soviet involvement in Afghanistan long predated both the April revolution and the anti monarchist
coup of 1973. Beginning in 1955, the Russians had furnished both economic and military aid in amounts
totaling $2.5 billion by 1979, and the Soviet Union had become Afghanistan's leading trading partner.
At the time of the April revolution there were already a thousand Russian technical experts and military
advisers in the country. Much as the political machinations of local clients had deepened the American
stake in South Vietnam, the Communist coups in Kabul committed the Soviet Union more deeply in
Afghanistan. Washington perceived an opportunity to turn the Afghan commitment into a running sore
for Moscow. (Pradas 2002, 466-467).
In many ways, Afghanistan was viewed as a viable way to strike back at the Soviets for the loss of
Vietnam, a failure still heavily prominent within the American political consciousness. The method of
the Americans to turn Afghanistan into the USSR’s own Vietnam would actually mirror many of the
tactics used by Soviets in the previous conflict, with a heavy focus on radicalizing local peoples and
strongly supporting the use of guerilla warfare. The already present resentment towards the PDPA and
the Soviets was capitalized on by the CIA, who sought to recruit Islamic fighters and spark a counter
insurgency against the Soviet forces. Infusions of funds, training, and weapons all served to further this
goal, with fighters from across the nation being mobilized. The quagmire that was Vietnam served as a
lesson to American politicians, who sought to win Afghanistan through covert means, much like
Eisenhower’s original Cold War strategy, versus through outright military intervention. However, this
approach to the Afghanistan ignored a key detail: Afghans did not exist simply as pawns for foreign
powers. The forces mobilized by the CIA, the mujahideen, were not pro-American; they were simply
anti-Soviet. These Islamic fighters had their own goals in mind, and sought not to serve Western
imperialists but to free their nation from what they considered to be oppressive forces. It was a distorted
view of Islam that served to unify these fighters, as evidenced by their views on the importance of jihad,
and American support was simply a convenient means by which the mujahideen could further their own
goals. Despite Iran, the CIA’s previous key success story in the Middle East, experiencing a radical
Islamic revolution, the force of religious ideology and anti-Western sentiment was nonetheless
underestimated by America’s political strategists. Support continued to be channeled towards the
mujahideen. As Douglas Little writes:
Over the course of the following decade, the Carter and Reagan administrations would use the CIA to
funnel nearly $3 billion into Afghanistan to help the Muslim resistance fight pro-Soviet president Babrak
Karmal, his like-minded successor Mohammad Najibullah, and a hundred-thousandman Russian
expeditionary force. By July 1980, Washington was providing the mujahadeen with everything from
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captured Soviet AK-47 assault rifles to Chinese rocket-propelled grenade launchers via a covert arms
pipeline running through Peshawar, a Pakistani frontier town near the Khyber Pass. (Little 2004, 689).
As American support continued, and guerilla fighters operated with a substantial support base from
local populations, the USSR continued to channel funds and resources into the war. Eventually, the
strategy of forcing the Soviets to continue spending more and more money in an attempt to secure
Afghanistan would contribute to the USSR’s total collapse, which was undeniably an American victory.
However, the lack of hindsight displayed by the CIA in regards to the influence of the mujahideen would
prove to be a dangerous miscalculation, and the ultimate blowback from this deep-rooted error would
come full circle in the terror attacks of 9/11.
The CIA’s training and funding of the mujahideen, which began as mainly financial backing
under the Carter administration and turned to supplying weapons, (notably anti-aircraft Stinger missiles)
under the Reagan administration, allowed in large part for the rise of both the Taliban and al-Qaeda
(Rubin 2002). Alongside the funding, which was mainly channelled through Pakistan, was the role of
CIA sponsored training camps, which allowed for numerous mujahideen to directly acquire various skills
relating to guerilla warfare. These camps trained thousands of fighters, with journalist Jason Burke noting
that “American officials estimate that, from 1985 to 1992, 12,500 foreigners were trained in bombmaking, sabotage and urban guerrilla warfare in Afghan camps the CIA helped to set up,” (Burke 1999).
Following the withdrawal of Soviet troops, large numbers of the mujahideen found themselves
redundant, yet many fighters still decried the rise of anti-Islam and pro-Western influences in the Middle
East. For the now-radicalized forces, returning to civilian life was an unlikely possibility. The need for
a new enemy arose, and the mujahideen, with combat experience, training in guerilla warfare, and
American weaponry, saw the U.S itself, which now remained as the sole global superpower and was
quickly becoming a regional hegemon, as the new force to fight against. Following the Gulf War of 1991,
the sentiment that U.S power in the Middle East was corrupting traditional values grew stronger, and the
mujahideen were able to retain a large base of support. Certain factions branched off, forming the
organization that would later be known as al-Qaeda, and directing their dissatisfaction towards what they
perceived to be overly-prominent American influence. Thousands of fighters, trained and armed by the
CIA, would grow to become one of the most hostile anti-American forces in the world, due in large part
to the ignorance of American policy makers regarding the mujahideen’s own directives and goals being
distinct and autonomous from the goals of America.
In Afghanistan, a state of chaos had emerged following the Soviet retreat, with multiple factions of
the mujahideen jockeying for power. As Daniel P. Sullivan notes, amid the chaos it was the civilians
who suffered the most:
The loss of a common enemy brought back prior cleavages among the Mujahedin that no single group
could overcome. De facto control of the country was divided among warlords who stole or demanded
outrageous tolls for traveling or transporting goods across the country. Kidnapping, rape, and pillaging
were widespread. UN efforts at a power sharing agreement failed. (Sullivan 2016, 96).
In 1992, the destruction left in the Soviet’s wake evolved into greater instability, with little semblance
of government retaining any form of control and various Islamic fighters streaming into the country.
Pakistan, a key player in directing American aid to the mujahideen during the war, served as a home for
many disaffected Islamic fighters, many of whom migrated into Afghanistan following the dissolution
of the previous government. The nation experienced a form of power vacuum at this point in time, as a
multitude of forces attempted to gain control and promote order. The chaos and suffering of this era
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cannot be understated, as the civilian population, which had now suffered for decades due to various
conflicts, largely sought any form of governance that could provide any degree of stability. Quality of
life had degraded substantially for the vast majority of Afghans, and basic necessities were in scarce
supply. Families were torn apart by various losses experienced amid the conflict, and across the nation
suffering permeated the prevailing attitudes on how the country should be run. City centers, largely
destroyed by the fighting, were still unsafe for civilians, but the countryside often proved to be little
better, largely due to the heavy prevalence of landmines. On the everyday reality endured by the Afghan
population in the midst of and in the wake of war, Farhang Jahanpour writes:
Hungry, divided, and with no prospect in sight of a return to normality after two decades of civil war,
they confront the costs: over one million dead, over six million displaced, and the entire fabric of society
in tatters. According to the International Committee of the Red Cross, Afghanistan is one of the most
mine-infested countries in the world. According to one estimate, 20 to 25 people are injured or killed by
mines daily in Afghanistan. (Jahanpour 1999, 102).
The Islamic fighters of certain factions, notably many of those from Pakistan, utilized this instability
as a means to rise to power, and amidst the wreckage of the fighting and the chaos that engulfed the
nation, the Taliban rose to prominence on the promises of stability, Islamic traditions, and order. From
1992 onwards, the Taliban would control large swathes of Afghan territory, with local people suffering
from often brutal measures utilized by the Taliban as a method of retaining subordination.
Afghanistan, a nation that remains in the headlines today, experienced a great deal of tumult internally
that was worsened intensely by both the Soviet invasion of 1979 and the American involvement in
supporting a counter-insurgency. Soviet troops caused widespread destruction and did little to solidify
the PDPA’s hold on Afghan politics, eventually leaving the nation in far greater disarray then it had
experienced when it was merely internal conflict that caused problems.The mujahideen, possessing a
variety of independent goals and seeking an end to Western interference, were deeply underestimated by
the CIA and American politicians, who believed they could be utilized simply to further American
priorities and regional hegemony with little thought to the long term consequences. The Afghan people,
the ultimate victims of both brutal internal conflicts and unneeded interference by both Cold War
superpowers, suffered great losses after the Soviet invasion, and continue to suffer under the Americancreated Taliban’s oppressive policies in regions around the nation. What Americans perceived as a proxy
war that concluded with the USSR’s ultimate destruction was in fact a regional conflict that continues to
unravel in present Afghanistan, and ultimately, it is the civilian population that continues to pay the price
for the reckless and militant imperialism of both the U.S and the USSR.
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Edited by Cindy Milstein, Taking Sides is a collection of thirteen essays that probe and nuance
prominent social justice concepts such as solidarity, ally politics, decolonization, violence and the role
of non-profits. A wide range of authors are featured, almost all of whom are activists or community
organizers and some who identify with academia. Drawing from autonomously distributed zines or
blog posts, much of the book references Black Lives Matter, anti-police, anti-colonial and other North
American (specifically American) social movements.
In “Brave Motherfuckers: Reflections on Past Struggles to Abolish White Supremacy”, Michael
Staudenmaier ponders whether white people should show up for Black Lives Matter protests or if their
presence functions as a form of uninvited voyeurism. The chapter considers the history of ally politics
in the United States, such as white organizing under the leadership of the black panthers and Puerto
Rican and African anti-colonial/anti-racist groups who spoke to shared experiences of racialization and
colonialism. Staudenmaier offers that white solidarity should not abdicate critical thinking or become
solely dependent on the guidance of POC, as white allies choosing not to engage in critical selfreflection, learning and thinking could lead to tokenization or reliance on POC to do critical thinking
and teaching for white folks.
The book then considers how violence is used in political struggle, particularly in the fight against
police brutality, and media coverage. “The Poor Person’s Defense of Riots: Practical Looting, Rational
Riots, and the Shortcomings of Black Liberalism” affirms that looting is a form of protest that is
accessible to poor Americans who are often unable to engage in direct action, and should be viewed as
no less legitimate than other actions.

———
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Later, Harsha Walia offers a powerful demand for Indigenous struggle to not be lumped under other
oppressions in “Decolonize Together: Moving beyond a Politics of Solidarity toward a Politics of
Decolonization”. Walia highlights how solidarity is a sustained commitment that is not easily
withdrawn, the importance of responsibility over white guilt and that decolonization must occur in
relationships with people as well as with the land.
The following essay unpacks ally politics and challenges how privilege discourses root problems
solely in the individual, rather than systems or institutions. Allies, according to Tipu’s Tiger, often
follow self-identified leaders without a critical assessment of their politics. “Dangerous Allies”
suggests that autonomous, identity based organizing is necessary but should not lead to calls for
collectives to speak on behalf of entire identity groups.
“A Critique of Ally Politics” pushes this conversation further and questions whether allies often pick
the leaders who are most visible to them, which doesn’t always represent the diversity or complexity
within community. Further, M. questions whether learning about power and privilege functions as a
process for achieving a moral high ground for those who have “unlearned” sufficiently, rather than a
lens for understanding the uniqueness of lived experience. Solidarity is envisioned as an
acknowledging of the complex identities that individuals hold and that liberation will occur through
mutual understanding of how they are interwoven.
This section of the book continues to delve deep in to ally-ship with the widely circulated (in many
activist circles) “Accomplices Not Allies: Abolishing the Ally Industrial Complex”. The Indigenous
Action Media demonstrates how the concept of ally has been rendered meaningless and calls for
accomplices who are “complicit in a struggle towards liberation” (p. 88). Originally a zine, this article
is powerful on its own but is strengthened by the surrounding chapters which further frame how ally
politics evolved and where they could go.
At this point the book considers the systemic connections and public perception of solidarity. In
“Coconspirators”, Shirley and Stafford unpack the complexities of cross racial alliances and emphasize
that they cannot be separated from identity politics. They use the example of how white coconspirators are sometimes racialized by mainstream media to not upset white supremacy and advocate
for the importance of unpacking identity based complexities. J.B. considers this further in “Outside
Agitators”, which they define as mainstream media’s technique to divide and delegitimize movements.
The story told is that of external intervenors swooping in to disrupt and, sometimes, use civil
disobedience or violent tactics, while implying there is a lack of local support for such measures; but
according to J.B., the local community is often using those tactics as well and/or has called for outside
support.
In one of the most interesting chapters, Finn Feinberg considers the appropriateness of white people
yelling “we are all Oscar Grant” during Black Lives Matter protests. “We Are All Oscar Grant(?):
Attacking White Supremacy in the Rebellions and Beyond” considers how this could be disingenuous
as white allies will never experience the intersecting oppressions of being a young, black man, but
could be a collective proclamation not to be victims or the refusal of hegemonic systems. Ultimately,
this section concludes that alliances are not only about shared identities, but rather a resolution to
ending oppression.
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Next, Leanne Simpson challenges the narrative of Indigenous women as disappeared victims with
the telling title “Not Murdered and Not Missing”. Simpson explains how gender is much more fluid
and diverse in Anishinaabe culture, and that gender violence, especially against Indigenous women, is
deeply rooted in colonialism. She calls upon her community to pull together because “we simply can
no longer rely on or expect the state…to do this [fight violence] for us” (p. 123).
In “Spread the Miracle: Abolish the Police”, the Anarchist Jews draw a parallel between the systems
that enabled Jewish oppression and ongoing police brutality against black bodies, while calling upon
their community to actively challenge the systems, specifically white supremacy, that some of their
members are now benefiting from. Before the concluding chapter, the book returns to Black Lives
Matter protests as a case study on the complexities of violence as a political tactic. Benjamin Hart
asserts that calling protests nonviolent, when they are not, erases the actual climate that these actions
exist within. The chapter “In Support of Baltimore; or, Smashing Police Cars Is Logical Political
Strategy” explains how nonviolence is a tactic in most modern political movements, rather than a
philosophic position. This chapter concludes that if the media, social movements and individuals
oppose violence in protests, then there must also be active opposition to policing, sexual assault and
prisons.
The concluding chapter “Solidarity, as Weapon and Practice, versus Killer Cops and White
Supremacy” unpacks inner protest dynamics and self-appointed authorities that attempt to police
rioters. Cindy Milstein questions whether chants that advocate for democracy or “reclaiming” streets
adequately acknowledge the harm that is perpetuated under “democratic” systems and the ongoing
theft of land from Indigenous peoples (p. 156). Finally, Milstein offers the mantra that solidarity is the
best weapon, a verb and a form of love. The last sentence of the book is a cute, maybe cliché, anarchist
call for jaywalking and minor disobedience to prepare for the day that bigger laws will need to be
broken in the pursuit of justice.
Taking Sides offers a collection of nuanced, complex and thought provoking perspectives that create
space for conversations that move beyond an introduction to the concept of privilege and oppression.
However, it could be inaccessible for those who are not already part of activist communities or have
not had the opportunity to learn certain social justice language. This is not a shortcoming of the book
specifically, but an acknowledgement that many conversations about politics and social justice can
become elitist and exclude the very people that they attempt to support. Yet the authors in the book
effectively raise complex concepts, such as the distinction between nonviolence as a political tactic and
as a philosophy, without over simplifying the topic or using unnecessarily academic language.
Further, the book captured emerging discussions but, at times, seemed to be addressing a white
reader. Many of the articles discussed the complexities of white ally-ship, which is a relevant and
needed conversation, but could have been more explicitly stated in the description of the book. In the
context of such complex discussion, it may have also been helpful to include brief author self-locations
as the reader was often left wondering what experience and authority the writer was speaking from,
such as whether they were a person of colour or a white person reflecting on their experiences with
ally-ship.
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Regardless, highlighting and centring the voices of people who are doing activism and community
organizing is powerful rather than rooting authority in academia and politics. Taking Sides creates a
space for deep critical reflection while drawing on both historical examples and the personal
experiences of the writers in a succinct and plainly written collection of questions and ideas.
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